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Preface
World is progressing at the astonishing pace. That phrase, along with all its derivatives, has been thrown around so
much in the twenty first century it somehow lost its substance and became unpleasantly worn out. But it still cannot
be denied. I live in Stuttgart, southern Germany. Place, where Daimler and Porsche headquarters and main
development centres are at. Where all the tangential technological companies are present and where every third
person has an engineering degree. This region’s industry has set the bar of advancement and quality so high, it can
be barely matched anywhere else in the world. As biased as I might be by witnessing this technological supremacy,
yet another phrase becomes clearly undeniable to me - the civil engineering industry is one of the least advanced
ones. Main cause of such state of things is a repeatability, which in civil engineering is at present basically nonexistent. Buildings are difficult to design and build in the mass production scale, as most of them are crafted
specifically to the clients’ demands and local conditions and, through that, are simply unique. Uniqueness of the final
outcome though does not have to enforce uniqueness of the design process nor the production process, leaving all of
us civil engineers with no excuse. With the rapid development of computational power and design methods, lots of
room for further improvements and optimisation has been created within the engineering process. Parametric
modelling allows creating models with large flexibility, opening the new possibilities. As a structural design studio,
Knippers Helbig has experienced managing such complex models troublesome within the used software package.
Questions of how the current workflow can be expedited laid foundation for this research.
The following document serves as the final report for the Master’s thesis research project in the Building Engineering /
Structural Design field at Delft University of Technology. Graduation work has been hosted by Knippers Helbig GmbH,
structural design practise based in Stuttgart, Germany. Dr. Laurent Giampellegrini was the person supervising me and
my work on a daily basis on behalf of the company, for which I am truly grateful.
Due to computational profile of the thesis The BEMNext Laboratory, virtual laboratory at Delft University of
Technology, the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences at the Department of Building and Structural
Engineering, has been asked for the academic supervision. I would like to thank laboratory’s head researcher, dr.
Jeroen Coenders, for leading the graduation committee and guidance throughout the research duration.
I would also like to thank prof. Jan Rots and ir. Cor Kasbergen, who took time and effort in providing the valuable
feedback as part of the committee.

Stuttgart, June 2015
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1
Introduction
1.1. Basics
1.1.1. Free-form grid shells
The most generic concept derived from the free-form grid shell term, is the shell structure itself. Begun in the ancient
times as dome, pioneered further in a first half of the twentieth century by, among others, Heinz Isler, Felix Candela
or Pier Luigi Nervi, it is a very efficient load bearing solution to span over long distances. Shells carry loads mainly via
membrane actions, which leads to normal and in-plane stresses development only. Except for the surface edges and
supports, where the compatibility moments occur (Hoogenboom, 2015), bending stresses within the shell are
negligible. The structural stiffness in this type of structure and its stability are resultants of the double-curved
geometry. The first shells were realised as a masonry structures, designed to work in pure compression.

Figure 1 and 2: C. Wren’s design for St. Paul’s Cathedral, 1666 (left) and V. Le-Duc’s iron framework in vaulted roof, 1868 (right), (Powell, 2011)
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Along with a discovery of the reinforced concrete in the 1800s, the new possibilities materialised in the shell design
field. The relative ease, with which the concrete could be formed and its strength inspired the twentieth century
engineers to reach spans and shapes unimaginable before. Still limited by lacks of the computational methods though,
engineers were bound to the mathematically describable geometries or physical models with easily foreseeable
principle stress directions. Domes, hyperbolic paraboloids and vaults were the dominant geometries.

Figure 3 and 4: F. Candela’s Café „Los Manantiales“, 1958 (Deutsches Museum, 2011)

The industrial era has brought more innovation than just reinforced concrete, with cast iron as one among them. The
concept of a rectangular grid shell has been conceived, as a way to recreate the double-curved, shell geometry and
behaviour with much less material. The grid shell could be described as a discretised geometry of the continuous shell,
with beam elements as a frame. The main differences lie in a greatly reduced material usage, limited number of load
paths in the grid shell and its lack of capacity to resist shear forces, if not braced or clamped with a stiff cladding.
Without the additional elements, a rectangular grid shell can only resist forces in the direction of a lath. A modern,
triangular grid shells are stiff in place.

Figure 5: Section forces on a representative continuous and grid shell part (Princeton University, 2013)

Figure 6: P.L. Nervi’s aircraft hangar in Orvieto, 1939 (Powell, 2011)
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The second half of the 20th century brought a revolution, when a computer-aided design (CAD) emerged. Any
mathematical or mechanical procedure could be automated, allowing to solve the most laborious projects in a fraction
of time needed before. Finite element analysis (FEA) and virtual form finding tools became accessible and, in time, to
be easily used even on the personal computers. Architecture practises also largely benefited, replacing traditional hand
drawings with 2D plots. Even though the CAD was operable in three dimensional workspace already in the 1950s, it
wasn’t until 1990s when it has begun to be commonly used, bringing a true overturn in architects’ working
methodology. The new technologies were not only aiding with the existing designs, they begun to generate them too
making the first examples of what is known today as a free-form design. Complicated 3D geometries could now be
easily generated, viewed on the screen and dimensioned. Engineers were finally able to export the geometries directly
into the static, or finite element analysis, software using the existing CAD models prepared by architects. This
advancement allowed the civil engineering industry to boldly move out of the simple, mathematically describable
structure shapes while keeping the feasibility and largely influenced the architecture of the twenty-first century. The
grid shells’ design, combined with the idea of the free-form geometry, was ready to step into the new level.

Figure 7: M. Fuksas’ The Port Mall Shopping Centre steel grid shell, 2014 (Knippers Helbig, 2014)

Figure 8: M. Fuksas’ The Port Mall Shopping Centre steel grid shell, 2014 (Knippers Helbig, 2014)
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1.1.2. Sizing optimisation
Structure, as understood from the mechanics’ viewpoint, represents an assemblage of materials formed in the given
geometry to sustain loads. Thus, structural optimisation is an action aimed to increase the performance of the material
assemblage. Performance can be expressed in any mechanical quantity defining the structure – weight, stiffness,
critical load and stress. Structural optimisation problem is formulated by choosing one of these quantities (or more for
the multi-objective optimisation) to be maximised, minimised or driven to the desired level and defining constraints to
assure useable results (Christensen and Klarbring, 2009).
In the most general context, structural optimisation problems can be divided into 3 categories, depending on which
aspect will be represented as variable in the optimisation function:
•

Sizing optimisation, where the function’s variable is the cross-sectional area of members,

•

Shape optimisation, where the function’s variable is the structure’s geometry or contour,

•

Topology optimisation, where the function’s variable is planar faces’ orientation.

Sizing optimisation, the main focus of this Master’s thesis project, iteratively processes the structure depending on the
criterion chosen and adjust the cross-section providing the closest performance level to the one demanded.
Performance can be defined in a numerous ways, like buckling resistance, stress level or global deflection to name a
few. Even though the reduction of mass obtained with sizing algorithms is generally of less significance than the one
being a result of topologies’ optimisation (Liang, Xie and Steven, 1999), it is still the important process in the practical
engineering process and greatly speeds up the fine-tuning of a final design.

Figure 9: Sizing optimisation example for the minimum deflection of the force application node

1.1.3. Parametric design
The traditionally understood design process in architecture assumes conceiving an idea for the building and
documenting the result. In a parametric design, one does not create a product but the set of rules to specify it, which,
automatically executed, provides the product. This set of rules is called a logic and is based on a set of functions with
the given variables. Building’s geometry or structure can be then automatically generated and updated. The more
parametrized the design process is, the more automated and less susceptible to changes in the later design stages it
becomes. An example of the parametric design can be a function f(L) drawing an arc between the start and end point
specified by the user. Variable L specifies length of the arc:

Figure 10: Example of the parametric arc design
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The numerous software packages for the parametric modelling already exist on the market, with Grasshopper (GH) as
one of them. Grasshopper is a free-of-charge plugin developed by David Rutten for the Rhinoceros modelling software
to widen its capacities with the parametric modelling paradigm. It provides a structure, interface and a set of basic
functionality allowing the user to focus on developing the logic for the specific solution. The basic functions within
Grasshopper can be expanded, or replaced, with custom code written in a .NET framework (Akos and Parsons, 2014).
The Grasshopper solution’s anatomy consists of 3 basic particles: a data type, a parameter and a component. Data
type is the most basic element from the mentioned three. From the programming viewpoint, all native data types in
Grasshopper are based either on a .NET framework type or a RhinoCommon SDK types, like System.Int32 or
System.String for .NET and Point or Curve for RhinoCommon. Regardless of the library used, generic data of any kind
has to be casted into Grasshopper data type first via the IGH_Goo interface. One Grasshopper data type can store
multiple generic types, for instance Point type stores 3 doubles for X, Y and Z coordinates (Robert McNeel &
Associates, 2009). Creating custom Grasshopper data types is possible, but was not necessary for this project.
There are two different kinds of data within the Grasshopper: volatile and persistent. Most data generated on the
canvas during execution of the solution is volatile and, if unsaved to the external file or by the DataRecord
component, will be lost after stopping or rerunning the solution. Persistent data is the data which has been set by the
user and is stored in the independent parameters, like user’s defined number sliders or geometry imported from
Rhinoceros (Akos and Parsons, 2014).
Every data type within the Grasshopper has a respective parameter. Parameters are responsible for storing and
distributing the data. Components use them to collect the existing data and output the new data. Parameters can also
be used to convert the data of one type into another, or to redirect the data into the multiple streams (Robert McNeel
& Associates, 2009).

Figure 11: Parameters explained

Components are the objects which user places on the canvas and connects together with the so called wires to form a
visual program. Each component represent a certain functionality. Even though components usually have inputs and
outputs, it is not a demand. There are components within the Master’s thesis solution which collect the set of data via
input parameters, but utilise this data outside the Grasshopper canvas making the output parameters redundant.
Components and parameters connected together with wires form the solution, or interchangeably - the logic. It
graphically represents the software algorithm designed to perform a specific task. Every time the input parameter or
boundary conditions, like the component’s settings, change, the solution expires and is recalculated again with the
new input data or with the new settings. Solution’s output data is volatile and will be lost, if not saved.

Figure 12: Illustrative, complete Grasshopper logic
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1.1.4. Finite element software
The Sofistik finite element package is used in this Master’s thesis project for conducting all static calculations. The
software has a modular structure, which makes it easily extensible. The Sofistik Structural Desktop (SSD) represents a
uniform user interface for the total range of Sofistik software and controls the communication between all of the
individual application programs (modules). SSD controls the pre-processing, processing and post-processing by
invoking the appropriate modules. All modules are reading from and writing into the Central Data Base (CDB) file, a
storage file containing all data about the specific project. Data can be either entered graphically via various plugins
(SOFiPLUS(-X) for Autodesk, Rhinoceros Interface for Rhinoceros 5 etc.) with the graphic interface or via text input
using the CADINP language and TEDDY editor. CADINP is the internal Sofistik programming language based on
FORTRAN, allowing invoking any module or specifying any input data without the graphical interface. Most of the
advanced SOFISTIK functionality is not available from the graphic interface, making CADINP the usual choice on the
professional level. Creating a task in CADINP brings down to invoking the specific module, specifying the settings and
the entry data and executing it. The outcome will be automatically saved in the project’s CDB file in the appropriate
cluster, as a basis for further processing. If the module in use is basing not only on the user-fed but also on the CDB
stored data, it will automatically open the CDB and retrieve it (SOFiSTiK AG, 2015).

Figure 13: Sofistik architecture diagram with basic modules used in the thesis and their means of communications with the CDB database
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1.2. Methodology
The Master’s thesis project started with a clear statement of the goals and general literature review on the subject of
programming, computational methods and structural optimisation. This allowed to list the subjects, where the learning
focus should be in the weeks to come in order to fill the knowledge needed to achieve a good progress along the
research. Then the project plan and its timeline have been prepared.
The tasks to reach the stated objectives were divided into three stages. First stage assumed development of the
software to create the bidirectional link between the design software, McNeel’s Rhinoceros 5, and the FEA software
Sofistik. All coding has been compiled in form of a Grasshopper’s plugin - the parametric environment for Rhinoceros.
Grasshopper enforces using the .NET framework and one of the supported programming languages. All works have
been conducted using C# language and Visual Studio 2012. Standard Grasshopper interface has been expanded to
accommodate the large number of configuration options and minimise the demanded user input.
In the second stage, the sizing optimisation component has been developed, considerably more complicated than the
rest of the plugin suite. Information from the literature and feedback from the Knippers Helbig engineers, as future
users of the software, were gathered and coded. Software conducts the sizing optimisation based on the stress’
utilisation or buckling strength utilisation from the Eurocode 3 for steel members with closed hollow profiles.
Third stage included sensitivity studies of the algorithm developed and validation of the results. Sensitivity was
investigated on three sample projects – a simple supported beam, a doubly clamped beam and a two-dimensional
truss. Several starting points for the optimisation process have been considered and results compared step by step. As
validation, the existing and concluded Knippers Helbig’s Carioca Wave grid shell project has been recreated using the
developed software and recalculated. Base performance quantities were compared between the old and the reworked
design, namely steel tonnage, maximum stress and maximum deflection.

1.3. Limitations
The software developed focuses on the steel grid shells, which implicate several limitations. The stage one’s
bidirectional loop is narrowed down to the beam elements and does not implicate surfaces. For the member buckling
analysis, the user has to take care of the appropriate system’s discretisation himself too, for the software to obtain the
correct beam lengths.
First and fore-most, the algorithm developed for sizing optimisation is limited to the stress-based criterion only. It also
implements calculation methodology for utilisation of the closed hollow profiles only, which excludes the lateral
torsional buckling (LTB) reduction factor and complicated calculations of the elastic critical moment. Closed, hollow
profiles are insusceptible to the LTB and therefore there is no need to account for it in the design, as Eurocode 3
states. As the last limitation, only the cross-sections of class 1,2 and 3 are supported by the algorithm.
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2
Problem analysis
2.1. Parametric structural model
Parametrisation of the structural model is a requirement for investigating the main research goal of this Master’s thesis
- sizing optimisation problem. The current workflow used in Knippers Helbig GmbH requires assigning the structural
properties to the geometry model, exporting the newly created structural model for calculation and setting the
analysis off by hand. After the analysis is done, the user can conduct additional post processing tasks, like calculating
the utilisation from the internal forces and moments, and proceed to the results’ analysis. Such a classical approach,
as proven as it is, leaves no space for the optimisation processes implicating an automatic model update and
recalculation. The geometry and the structural properties are constant, to be changed only by the user.

Figure 14: Creating the structural model for Sofistik using the standard Sofistik plugin for Rhinoceros 5

The essential component of sizing optimisation, preceding the process itself, is generating a parametric finite element
model for Sofistik. With Grasshopper as the given basis, a bi-directional component linking with Sofistik needs to be
established and be able to assign the Sofistik attributes, such as material, cross-section, couplings or support
conditions directly to the Grasshopper elements. The advantage of defining those properties within the parametric
space is the model’s insensitivity to changes, as it will adapt itself according to the created logic. With capacities to
trigger the Sofistik calculation and reading the results back, both confined within the Grasshopper component, the
whole loop is established. Optimisation algorithms can be nested within the loop updating the model as needed,
obtaining the results as the base for the next iterative step and restarting the analysis.
The parametric finite element model can be subjected to any type of optimisation, since any element’s property can
be modified and any result read back as basis for the optimisation algorithm.
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2.2. Sizing optimisation
The main academic objective of this Master’s thesis project is to create a stress-based sizing optimisation tool,
investigate its behaviour and validate its output. The tool to be developed will tackle the real-world problem of the
modern engineering practice, best to be described with an example. One of the recent Knippers Helbig’s projects ‘Shanghai Jewel’ will be used for that purpose.

Figure 15: Shanghai Jewel grid shell, self-weight equivalent stresses’ plot

In the aforementioned steel grid shell ‘Shanghai Jewel’, the structural engineer has been granted a considerable list of
cross-sections that could be easily accommodated in the design. Two reversed approaches were possible:
1) The designer could select the most critically loaded member, select the sufficient cross-section and apply it to
the whole structure globally. This solution is time efficient, but leads to the unnecessary over-design of the
structure, excessive steel tonnage and unjustified costs rise.
2) The designer could apply the sufficient cross-section to each member by hand. This particular structure,
however, consists of the hefty number of 15019 members. Keeping this quantity in mind, process of
addressing every member by hand would be extremely time-consuming, but resulting in the structural
efficiency unreachable for the first method.
In practice, a compromise between the two options is usually used, as it was in this particular instance. Members were
approximated by hand into 17 groups and cross-sections were assigned accordingly per group. Reason for this
compromise is that the structural design is not only efficiency driven – aesthetics and feasibility are also the crucial
factors which eliminates the approach number two, with the disqualifying problems of the first approach being selfexplanatory. Automation of the 2nd approach would lead to the extreme size differences in the adjacent members,
favouring the load transfer paths in the grid shell. This is an undesirable result from the architectural standpoint.
Approximating the structure into the groups presents the benefits of easing the design process of the connections and
providing the smooth transitions between the global loadbearing elements and the rest of the structure, in addition to
the reduced structural engineering workload.
Even with the group approximation though, the Shanghai Jewel project is still a considerable amount of data to
process. Structural design process requires:
1) Selecting the governing member from each group and for each load combination.
2) Assigning the appropriate profile for every group in every load combination and selecting the governing profile
providing the demanded structural strength for the group in the global load conditions.
3) Recalculating the model for the forces to redistribute.
4) Repeating the process until the process is converged or close to convergence.
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In the Shanghai Jewel project steps 1 to 4 were done manually. Assuming that for every one out of 18 groups, the
governing members were easily identifiable (which is rarely the case), available cross-sections being limited to 10 and
68 ultimate limit state’s load combinations, the engineer had to calculate the member’s utilisation 18 x 10 x 68 =
12240 times and then interpret the results for each group in every load combination to identify the governing one.
The governing load combination for each group cannot be safely assumed only once based on the first iteration,
because there is no way to predict how the forces will redistribute in the complex structure, hence all 68 combinations
should be checked at every step. The engineer has iterated through the process thrice, conducting in total 36720
member’s utilisation calculations. Even aided by the Excel spreadsheets, it is an overwhelming number of
computations to manage and interpret. Despite the laboriousness of the process, there is no certainty that the process
has converged. It is also not proven if the load paths, and the resulting groups, have been identified properly. What is
clearly missed is the automation of the process, described in step 1 to 4 and made possible upon parametrising the
finite element model with the profile assigned, as one of the structural properties. Software capable of conducting
those iterative steps in minutes, rather than hours, could not only help to recognise the load paths in the structure
and help with the appropriate members’ grouping, but also aid the fine-tuning of the final design once the groups
have been created.
No tool in structural engineering can be used without the knowledge though. Once the algorithm has been completed,
it must be tested for the compliance with the Sofistik’s utilisation results. Sensitivity studies have to be conducted as
well, since the structure’s behaviour is to be designed, rather than being just an accidental outcome of the
optimisation process converging in one of the local minima. Future tasks the algorithms will tackle are of the practical
kind and it would be an unrealistic assumption to require from the engineer to mathematically formulate the cost
function (which for sizing optimisation is a total volume of the structure) and constraints and test the optimisation
problem for convexity. Analytic search of the global optimality usually leads to substantial computations and is very
unlikely to be conducted in the everyday haste (Arora, 2004). Questions of the global optimality of the solution always
arise though and this research aims to provide an insight of how the optimisation algorithm works and can be
controlled for the useable outcome, rather than present the raw mathematics. Hence, the research questions of how
the algorithm converges for the same structural systems, if the starting points of the analysis will differ. Finally, the
study case will review the software’s usability in a real-life project, identifying the weak and strong points. Answers to
those questions will allow to use developed algorithms with understanding and control and lay foundations for its
future advancement.
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3
Solution design
As a solution for the presented problems a Grasshopper plugin is proposed. A parametric workspace allows treating
the members’ properties, like the assigned cross sections or node coordinates, as variables being suitable for fast
modifications and optimisation processing. Once the problem is discretised within the Grasshopper canvas, boundary
conditions are set and fitness functions are defined – iterative solutions can be easily carried out automatically, setting
the framework needed for performing the sizing optimisation.
The Master’s thesis research has been divided for clarity into 3 stages to solve sequentially – a parametric structural
model, a stress based sizing optimisation and a study of the created algorithms. This chapter provides the theoretical
coverage of the conducted works.

3.1. Parametric structural model
3.1.1. Methodology
The first condition allowing further work is establishing the interface between the Grasshopper, which serves the
purpose of defining the project parametrically, and Sofistik, which is the FEM software to be used. The interface needs
to be bi-directional, allowing the calculation results to be exported back into Grasshopper for further processing. As
much information as possible needs to be defined beforehand, easing the automated processes in the later stages to
flow without waiting for the user input data. The software will call the specific Sofistik modules from the Grasshopper
thread by itself and retrieve the results back into the canvas. The ideal scenario assumes defining the whole project
and possible optimisation tasks from the Grasshopper level and opening Sofistik just to browse the final results.
Selection of the Grasshopper environment as the solution’s platform has consequences from the programming
viewpoint. Firstly, it enforces the .NET programming language, either C# or VisualBasic.Net. Grasshopper is written in
both and they are basically interchangeable in terms of functionality. Other programming languages are theoretically
possible as well, however creating new GH components brings down to creating the new class by inheriting from the
pre-existing template and overriding its properties, which makes the attempts to implement languages other than
.NET ones groundless. The C# programming language has been selected to carry out the research project’s
programming part.
The second, and more important, consequence is enforcing the interface. Grasshopper is operated by putting the socalled components together and by passing the data in between them via wires. This solution places restrictions on
how adjustable the given component can be and will strongly influence the architecture of the software. Flexibility of
the components will be increased by a custom Graphic User Interface (GUI) extensions, like expanded lists and radio
buttons, but a fully dynamic interface cannot be implemented into the solution without alternating the GH’s kernel,
which is not a desirable treat. This particular limit has a strong impact on how data is managed and processed by the
algorithm.
The third main consequence of choosing Grasshopper as the algorithm’s platform is that GH is a single thread
software. The solution’s architecture requires that whenever the external Sofistik calculation module is being invoked,
the GH solution has to wait for it to finish the calculation before continuing the solution. Otherwise the solution will be
carried out based on invalid results and new iteration will be triggered before the earlier one had a chance to finish,
which will cause a clash at the database interface. In order to avoid that, the GH thread will be frozen until the
external Sofistik module will raise an event once finished.
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Operating on a single thread, however, means that the only available thread will be frozen, putting the entire solution
inoperable until the calculations are concluded. The solution’s workflow is carried out in an order shown below:

Figure 16: Bidirectional loop’s schematised workflow diagram

Steps 1, 2 and 3 compile all the data into the CADINP format, save it in one file and execute it. Step 4, which is
importing the results back into GH space, is realised by the external Sofistik libraries, allowing opening the CDB file
with the specific key and reading out the byte stream. The whole process has to be carefully synchronised, which is
done via the time stamps.
Step 1:
Carrying out the actual calculation of the grid shell is preceded by defining the geometry, discretising it into the
system, defining the boundary conditions and assigning the properties to each member, like the cross-section or
hinges. Up to now, all this information had to be entered mostly manually in the Rhinoceros 5, using the Sofistik’s
plugin for the properties’ assignation (Figure 14). Grasshopper environment has been chosen as a platform to develop
the tool instead of the strict Rhinoceros one, which inflicts an additional complication when the geometry from the
architects is delivered as a non-parametric Rhinoceros model. It will be required to export the entry data into
Grasshopper platform by the parameters or recreating the given geometry by hand in Grasshopper. Even though GH is
not the starting point of the design process anticipated by the Sofistik developers, it has been chosen for its simplicity
in adding new components, editing existing ones and combining all of them into the plugin package (Sitler, 2011).
Step 1 requires the manual start of a new project (creating project’s folder and CDB file for it), gathering the entry
data in the GH canvas and compiling into the CADINP format.
Step 2:
Besides the given entry data coming from the Step 1, the information package to be sent to Sofistik has to be
supplemented with load cases and load combinations to be calculated. A proper file in the CADINP format containing
loading data is created manually in this step. The panel component in GH canvas is used for this purpose. Then
geometry data from Step 1 and loading data from Step 2 are merged into one CADINP file and executed, placing this
information in the CDB file for the further use.
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Step 3:
Having collected all necessary information about the structure and its loading conditions in the CDB file, the Sofistik’s
solver ASE is called in the batch mode. ASE firstly conducts a linear calculation of each load case and then performs a
non-linear analysis of the pre-specified order (second or third) for each load combination. ASE settings stating the
order of the analysis, maximum number of iterations in case of divergent iterations, material’s yield criteria to be used
in the analysis or any other possible option are to be specified at this stage before calling the ASE.
The result of Step 3 calculation is the full static results set per load case and load combination for each element.
These results should be supplemented by the cross-section full design data package, containing the information about
the utilization level and buckling eigenvalue for each member. The whole information set is placed in the CDB file for
viewing and further extraction.
Step 4:
Once calculation results from the Step 3 are ready and placed in the CDB file by the Sofistik, they need to be extracted
back into the GH for further processing. Sizing optimisation is nested in this step of the loop. The tool reads out the
data from the CDB file and feeds it to the optimisation algorithm, if that is the task. Using the example of a sizing
optimisation, the algorithm can go through results of each member and assign the new cross-section from the given
list yielding the demanded utilisation level. The output of this process will be the new, optimised data (like the crosssection assignations per member) in the CDB file, replacing the old one from the Step 3.
Once Step 4 is concluded, one loop cycle is done. If the optimisation algorithms are nested into the GH logic, the cycle
can be then repeated until the convergence is reached. The maximum number of cycles, that user wants to be carried
out is specified in the optimisation algorithm’s settings before triggering the calculation. Depending on the output
type, the appropriate plot will be drawn to show the iteration’s progress. Using the example of a sizing optimisation
again, the total structure’s tonnage or number of updated profiles can be drawn. This will serve the point of giving the
designer a sense of how the iteration process progresses.
To help developing the software’s architecture, the placeholders were programmed and organized into the possible
workflow. Neither custom data type nor parameters were needed – plain text and numerical values are passed
between the components. This solution allows replacing any component with the text panel filled with externally
generated CADINP code, granting access to any Sofistik’s functionality omitted while creating the graphical interface of
the components.

Figure 17: Draft of the parametrised structural model and the optimisation workflow
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3.1.2. Solution
Step 1 and 2:
The parametrisation of the finite element structural model has been solved as a set of the Grasshopper components,
gathering the data in a form of variables and compiling it into a simple text string of the CADINP code understandable
for the Sofistik’s calculation manager – WPS. All components of the solution’s package are presented in chapter 4.
Step 3:
Once all the CADINP code has been provided, the appropriate component forms a single text string and writes this
string into one .DAT file – format executable by the WPS manager. Then the batch file is created to open the .DAT file
with the WPS manager. The ’/wait’ setting is used in a batch file to order the batch process to last as long as the
process is running. In practise, the batch process will run as long as the WPS calculation triggered by it runs. Once
batch file is ready, the Grasshopper component executes it. It is crucial that the process triggered is set with the
.WaitForExit method. WaitForExit freezes the current thread until the triggered process, batch file process in this case,
rises an event upon its completion. This method forces the Grasshopper solution to wait for the external results. It is
impossible to loop the process without it, as the Grasshopper solution would progress much faster than Sofistik can
carry the calculation, causing clashes.

Figure 18: Dependencies between the processes in the Sofistik – Grasshopper interface

The batch file opens the created .DAT file using the WPS manager. The batch file invokes wps.exe with a setting that
instructs WPS to automatically close after the calculation is concluded. Second setting of the batch file keeps the batch
process running as long as the invoked WPS process is. After completing the calculation wps.exe automatically closes,
then batch process automatically closes and then Grasshopper thread is released allowing the solution to progress
further. Additional function catches then time and date of the calculation’s completion and updates the time stamp,
which expires all components attached to it allowing to, i.e. import the new data or conduct the next loop of
optimisation process.
Step 4:
After the completion of the Sofistik analysis, the updated set of results is available in the central database file. The
CDB stores information as bytes in the very structured way and returns it in the same way, requiring a good
understanding of what the specific bytes’ stream consists of and with what offsets. This project’s solution uses the
libraries provided by the Sofistik AG to open the CDB, gain access to the specific record of interest and close it
afterwards (Sofistik AG, 2013). Detailed description of the coding behind the database read is outside this Master’s
thesis scope.
CDB data reading in step 4 of the loop provides the last element necessary to conduct the stress based sizing
optimisation in the Grasshopper environment.
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3.2. Sizing optimisation
From the structural viewpoint, a structure needs to comply with two limit cases – ultimate limit state (ULS) and
serviceability limit state (SLS). Those constraints provide the assurance, that under no load circumstances any
member of the structure is overstressed (ULS) and the structure deformation at any point does not exceed the limit
(possible SLS criterion). A stress based sizing for the ultimate limits states is implemented in this thesis, using the
functionality developed in Chapter 3.1. The optimisation process takes place in step 4 described in the previous
chapter and before entering the n+1 iteration.
Sizing optimisation aims to adjust the profile of every member to achieve a uniform utilisation level, specified by the
user beforehand. The process is repeated till the algorithm raises an event stating the function’s convergence, or till
the user-specified maximum iterations number is reached. Optimisation is declared as converged, if the number of the
members’ profiles alterations is zero. In practise this means, that no further profile adjustments would place any
member any closer to the demanded utilisation level.
Before starting the process, the user is required to provide the entry data and settings, including:


The Comma Separated Values (.csv) list of profiles to choose from in the appropriate format:
The algorithm has the built-in profile lists’ reader, allowing quick addition of the profile libraries to the project.
The most commonly used circular hollow profile, rectangular hollow profile and welded, rectangular profile are
supported. Besides the profile’s dimensions, user specifies the profile’s identification number in the Sofistik
project, the assigned material number for the algorithm to extract the material properties and group number
to which this profile will be exclusive if the optimisation range will be set to ’Global’. The algorithm will detect
and inform about the irregularities in the profile list, like the identification numbers doubled or non-existing
materials’ assignations.
See the Appendix B for the example of the formatted profile list.



Path to the CDB file containing the calculated initial design:
Taking into account the suggestions of the algorithm’s future users, it reads directly from the existing project’s
database. Thus it does not require to create any additional content on the Grasshopper canvas and can be
used in any project just by providing the path to the CDB file. The capacity of reading the database,
recreating its content as variables and modifying it along with the optimisation progress is coded within the
Grasshopper component. The only requirement is availability of the calculated initial design.



Utilisation level to be calculated basing on:
- Internal forces and moments
The profiles’ utilisation will be calculated in accordance with EN 1993-1-1, Chapter 6.2 (Figure 21).
- Member Buckling
The profiles’ utilisation will be calculated in accordance with EN 1993-1-1, Chapter 6.3 (Figure 22).



Method of selecting the profile:
- Rapid
In this approach the algorithm selects the profile directly to the demanded utilisation level.
- Gradual
In this approach the algorithm calculates the utilisation level of each member for every available
profile for it and organises it into the list, ordered by the resulted utilisation. Then it recognises, at
which position the profile from the n’th iteration has been located and selects the new profile one
position in the list closer to the demanded utilisation level for the n+1 iteration.



Profiles analysis type:
- Elastic – elastic
The algorithm will calculate the profile’s resistance using the elastic modulus regardless of the
recognised cross-sectional class. Class 4 is not supported.
- Elastic – plastic
The algorithm will calculate the profile’s resistance using the plastic modulus for classes 1 and 2 and
using the elastic modulus for class 3 (EN 1993-1-1, chapter 6.2.5). Class 4 is not supported.
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Optimisation range:
- Global
The entire structure will be subjected to the optimisation process, using all the profiles made available
in the .csv list provided for the project.
- Groups
Only the members’ groups for which the profiles has been made available in the .csv list will be
processed, using only the profiles assigned for these specific groups.



Sofistik analysis type:
- 3rd order analysis
The updated model will be recalculated using the 3rd order analysis, taking into account the 2nd and
the 3rd order effects.
- Linear elastic analysis
The updated model will be recalculated using the 1st order analysis under assumption of the constant
structure’s stiffness and the geometry unaffected by the loads.



Load combination:
The algorithm recognises from the CDB file the available load combinations and fills the expandable list. User
has to select the load combination to be used in the optimisation or can set the parameter to ’Maximum’ for
all combinations to be considered.



Demanded utilisation level:
A user has to specify the utilisation level, the algorithm will drive all members towards.



Factor gamma M0:
User defined factor depending on the project.



Number of maximum allowed iterations:
The maximum number of iterative loops the algorithms can perform, before it is stopped.



Output type:
The measure of visualising the algorithm’s progress. The user can specify to display the number of the profile
alterations or the structure’s tonnage per each loop and a plot can be drawn.

In the most global aspect, the design optimisation process is formulated as follows:

Figure 19: Design optimisation process
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At every iteration of the process, the optimisation algorithm is being invoked:

Figure 20: Sizing optimisation algorithm
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If user specifies the utilisation to be calculated basing on the internal forces, the following algorithm is invoked:

Figure 21: Internal forces and moments utilisation diagram

All calculations are done in accordance with EN 1993-1-1, Chapter 6.2. Limitation to the closed hollow cross-sections
allows to neglect the effects of torsional warping, leaving only the St. Vernant torsion to consider.
Algorithm has been tested for compliance with the Sofistik’s AQB module for design of the cross-sections.
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If user specifies the utilisation to be calculated based on the buckling resistance, the following algorithm is invoked:

Figure 22: Buckling resistance utilisation diagram

All calculations are done in accordance with EN 1993-1-1, Chapter 6.3. Limitation to closed hollow cross-sections
allows to neglect the lateral-torsional buckling as these types of profiles are not susceptible to it.
Algorithm presented in the Figure 22 is valid only if the system has been discretised properly and if the member’s
length L represents an actual length of the member between the support points or nodes. This task is user-dependent.
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3.3. Optimisation algorithm study
3.3.1. Validation
The algorithm’s behaviour is studied on the 3 sample cases:

Figure 23: Pinned beam with uniformly distributed loads

Figure 24: Clamped beam with uniformly distributed loads

Figure 25: Two-dimensional (2D) truss with a point load

The study aims to show how the algorithms develops the final solution step by step. Comparison between the rapid
and gradual iterative methods is conducted and the algorithm’s sensitivity for the initial design’s differences and ways
of controlling the progress of the optimisation are discussed and presented. Results of the analysis are resented in
Chapter 6.
3.3.2. Case study
The conclusion of the Master’s thesis project is a validation of the results. In this particular case, the developed sizing
algorithm is tested on the sample project. The key aspect is having a full data set for the project calculated with
different methods in order to compare the efficiency of the new tool. Two factors have to be considered, namely the
size of the sample project and confidentiality of the results. Project with thousands of members, like Shanghai Jewel,
will not increase the scientific value of the results in the meaningful way, but will increase the time needed for the
calculations. It also needs to be taken into account that a new design obtained by the developed tool might prove the
old design slightly inefficient. Considering all factors mentioned, the Carioca Wave project in Brazil has been selected –
the recent Knippers Helbig’s project. The sample project will be re-designed, checking the Ultimate Limit State (ULS),
Serviceability Limit State (SLS) and summary steel tonnage for the cost assessment. Same boundary and loading
conditions will be kept as in the original design for the compatibility reasons. No detailed design (such as connections’
details or glass cladding) is conducted. Results of the case study are presented in Chapter 7.
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4
Solution implementation
The functionality planned and developed in Chapter 3 has been formed as a Grasshopper plugin. It is embedded
within GH’s ribbon under its own tab. It is consisting of 17 components divided into 6 categories, with numbering
referred to the anticipated workflow.

Figure 26: Plugin’s tab in the Grasshopper ribbon

The software has been developed and tested for Rhinoceros 5 64bit platform and Grasshopper 0.9.0076 version.
Compatibility with earlier versions has not been checked. The software is written in C# programming language and
requires at least .NET 3.5 framework or newer, due to widely used LINQ libraries unsupported in earlier versions. The
second technical requirement is referencing the DLL libraries provided by the Sofistik AG and allowing the CDB
database reading. The libraries’ version has to be in line with the Sofistik version used to create the CDB database.

4.1. Material components
4.1.1. Steel material
The plugin’s workflow follows Sofistik’s, which requires defining the structural material first. SteelMaterial component
allows quick definition of steel, with mostly used S355 predefined. User can alternate the material properties or just
feed the material number with which data will be stored in the CDB. In case where more materials are needed, user
has to take care of collision free numeration himself, otherwise materials will be overwritten in the database. Output
data is one string type variable containing the CADINP code to be written into Teddy file (.DAT format) and executed.
The dataflow in a text-based format makes it easy for users to replace any component with simple text panels and use
only the partial functionality of the whole solution. I.e. the pre-existing geometry can be fed directly to the assembly
components without the need of using the geometry creating components.

Figure 27: Generic steel material (S355 by default) component
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4.1.2. Concrete material
The ConcreteMaterial component allows quick definition of concrete, with mostly used C40/50 predefined.
Reinforcement is not supported in the plugin yet. Rest of remarks is the same, as for the SteelMaterial component.

Figure 28: Generic concrete material (C40/50 by default) component

4.1.3. Glass material
The GlassMaterial component allows quick definition of glass, with mostly used float glass predefined. Rest of remarks
is the same, as for the SteelMaterial component.

Figure 29: Generic glass material (float glass by default) component

4.2. Profiles components
4.2.1. Circular Hollow Profile (CHP)
Once materials are defined, Sofistik expects the user to define the list of profiles to be used in a project. Geometry will
not be created, if the members will have profile numbers appointed which are not present in the project’s CDB
database. CHPsection component allows creating a single tube profile from the user fed data. Output data is one
string type variable containing the CADINP code to be written into Teddy file (.DAT format) and executed.

Figure 30: CHPsection component

Same as in material components, user has to take care of sensible and collision free numeration himself. If the
material number assigned will be non-existent, the compilation process will return an error. If the profile number will
be doubled, profiles will be overwritten in the CDB.
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4.2.2. Rectangular Hollow Profile (RHP)
The RHPsection component allows creating a single rectangular profile from the user fed data. Output data is one
string type variable containing the CADINP code to be written into Teddy file (.DAT format) and executed.

Figure 31: RHPsection component

Remarks are the same as for the CHPsection component.
4.2.3. Welded Rectangular Hollow Profile (RHP welded)
The RHPwelded component allows creating a single rectangular welded profile from the user fed data. Output data is
one string type variable containing the CADINP code to be written into Teddy file (.DAT format) and executed.

Figure 32: RHPwelded component

Remarks are the same as for the CHPsection component.
4.2.4. Profiles from the .csv list
The ProfileList component serves the purpose of loading the cross section libraries into the Sofistik project. User has
to prepare the profile list in .csv format and feed the file path to the component. Data structure within the .csv file has
to be aligned with algorithm demands and follow the pre-specified order (Appendix B). First column needs to contain
the identifier, which instructs the reader what kind of profile this row contains and how many columns of profile
properties will follow. Circular hollow profile, rectangular hollow profile and welded rectangular hollow profile are the
three profile types supported so far. The output data is one string type variable containing the CADINP code to be
written into Teddy file (.DAT format) and executed. All materials referenced in the code should be placed in the CDB
upon execution of the profile code. Component has a set of the safety functionality coded within for, in example,
preventing doubling the identifiers in the list or feeding the improper values (i.e. non-integers for identification or
material numbers). If any irregularities are detected, the algorithm will pause the solution to prevent the compilation
errors and display an informative warning specifying the problem to help with debugging.

Figure 33: ProfileList component
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4.3. Geometry components
4.3.1. Structural Curves (SLN) creation
The SLNcreation component is a tool for converting the Grasshopper curves and lines into structural members in the
Sofistik project. User has to feed the geometry, group for it to be assigned to and its cross section as a demanded
minimum for the component to run. The group number cannot overlap with other SLNcreation components.
Additionally, there is a possibility to add an advanced code to be included along every member (like coupling to other
structural elements) and reference object, being the geometry the members will be orientated towards (only in case
of selecting this orientation option). SLNcreation is a component with an extendable menu, which allows to specify
additional conversion settings like the element’s type, division, orientation and possible hinges from the component
interface. Output data is one string type variable containing the CADINP code to be written into Teddy file (.DAT
format) and executed. All profiles referenced in the code should be placed in the CDB upon execution of the geometry
code.

Figure 34: SLNcreation component

The SLNcreation component derives from the custom class GH_ExtendableComponent, which allows to register
dynamic, expandable menu. Additionally, Lines input parameter is defined not as an item but as a list. What it means
in practise is that component will treat every item of this list in one solution cycle, instead of repeating the solution
cycle for every item.
4.3.2. Structural Points (SPT) creation
The SPTcreation is a tool for converting the Grasshopper points into Sofistik’s structural points. Used has to feed the
geometry (points) and starting number for the numeration of the group. When several SPTcreation components are
present within one project, it is important that the user takes care of the collision free numeration. Components have
no possibility to recognise which number range is already occupied by other points group. In case of the clash, an
error will occur in WPS manager during the CADINP code’s execution. Third standard parameter is an optional
’Advanced’ parameter, allowing to add an extra CADINP content to each node. Functionality like springs or couplings is
possible. SPTcreation contains also the expandable menu, where the user can specify if any degrees of freedom
should be fixed (point becomes the support then).

Figure 35: SPTcreation component

The component is structured in a similar way to the SLNcreation, using dynamic menu and list type input parameters.
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4.4. Assembly components
4.4.1. CADINP code assembly
The CADINPassembly component serves the purpose of gathering the data for the Sofistik calculation from the
Grasshopper canvas, form a single string with it and execute it. Any CADINP code can be fed as an input, which allows
to execute single elements, rather than a whole project. The component is handy when the user is only interested in
exporting the profiles, materials or geometry from the Grasshopper canvas, rather than conducting the whole project
on it. The component’s inputs are self-explanatory. The single ’Sync’ output returns a string containing a time and
date of the solution end. It is used to synchronise with the components furtherly positioned in the workflow and avoid
clashes at the CDB gate.

Figure 36: CADINPassembly component

The component’s background functionality is described in Chapter 3.1.2.
4.4.2. Project code assembly
The ProjectAssembly component serves the purpose of gathering all the data for the full Sofistik calculation from the
Grasshopper canvas, form a single string with it and execute it. Input parameters are structured in the way enforcing
user to feed all vital data without omitting anything. Parameters Geometry and Points take input from the parameters
SLN and SPTcreation. Parameters Loads, Combinations, Analysis and optional Design require preparing the code in a
text panel. It is impossible to wrap this functionality with the graphic interface without executing the code at each step
of the workflow, because information will not be available in the CDB. It is strived to achieve the full functionality with
the least possible CADINP execution processes, as it is the most time-wise inefficient part of the whole process. For
the same reason, Materials and Profiles are to be executed beforehand with the CADINPassembly component, as there
is no use of recalculating this content at each iteration and loose time. Whereas input parameters like Loads,
Combinations and Analysis are self-explanatory, Design is not. It is possible to task Sofistik with the post processing,
like designing the steel members for the given load case, and retrieve the results from the CDB database. Some
components from the later workflow stages will not work without the Design input (namely the UtilisationImport).

Figure 37: ProjectAssembly component
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4.5. Data import components
4.5.1. Member’s utilisation import
The UTILimport component is tasked with extracting an utilisation value from the CDB for the given member in the
given load case. The component can also search for the global maximum, maximum in the selected load case or
maximum for the selected member. It can be synchronised via the Sync parameter with Assembly components to
refresh if the new data is available. UTILimport is useful in scenarios where a geometry optimisation is conducted
using the external solvers like Galapagos or Goat - component provides then values for the fitness input.

Figure 38: UTILimport component

4.5.2. Nodal displacement import
The DISPimport component is tasked with extracting a displacement value from the CDB for the given node in the
given load case. The component can also search for the global maximum, maximum in the selected load case or
maximum for the selected node. It can be synchronised via Sync parameter with Assembly components. DISPimport is
useful in scenarios where a geometry optimisation is conducted using the external solvers like Galapagos or Goat
(Grasshopper, 2014), component provides then values for the fitness input.

Figure 39: DISPimport component
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4.5.3. Structural Points (SPT) import
The SPTimport component is tasked with extracting structural points from the CDB and redrawing them as the
Rhinoceros / Grasshopper geometry.

Figure 40: SPTimport component

4.5.4. Structural Curves (SLN) import
The SLNimport component is tasked with extracting structural lines from the CDB and redrawing them as the
Rhinoceros / Grasshopper geometry. The algorithm recognises existing geometry groups and list them in an
expandable menu. The user can select if the whole geometry is to be imported or the specific group only. This
functionality is of use, if the goal is to redraw the geometry from the pre-existing model with keeping the groups’
division.

Figure 41: SLNimport component
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4.6. Optimisation component
The ProfileOptimiser component wraps the sizing optimisation algorithm presented in Chapter 3.2. It is capable of
conducting the whole Grasshopper-Sofistik loop without any additional functional components being present on the
canvas.
The component requires passing the CDB database and profile .csv list files’ paths as inputs. All reading functionality is
activated then and the expandable lists are filled. The user has to specify the optimisation’s settings in this phase. The
additional Boolean button, a result of the pretesting, allows to expire the component and in result refresh the content
after any changes been done in the CDB from the Sofistik level. Once the settings are specified, user changes the
Boolean toggle into false and starts the algorithm.
Component’s GUI has two output parameters, Output and Report respectively. ’Output’ returns the value specified in
the expandable menu and ’Report’ parameter returns the information about the final iteration – the element’s number,
the profile selected and the calculated utilisation.
Additional content is generated in the project’s folder. The algorithm stores the CADINP modification files of every
iteration allowing to retrace changes in model and prepares the excel sheet with every iteration step fully summarised
for further analysis.

Figure 42: ProfileOptimiser component
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5
Solution presentation
The solution developed has multiple possible applications. The following chapter presents two examples aiming to
visualise the workflow.

5.1. Geometry optimisation
The parametrisation of the finite element model can serve multiple purposes. Once the data has been processed by
the FEA software and imported back into Grasshopper canvas, there are barely any limits. Good example of the full
data loop is a geometry optimisation of the two dimensional catenary for the minimised deflections under given loads.
The process requires creating a Grasshopper logic with variables allowing to control the catenary’s geometry (length),
converting geometry data into the structural members with properties, specifying the boundary conditions and loads,
sending the data to Sofistik for processing, reading out the results as a base of a fitness variable (maximum
deflection), adjusting the geometry and repeating the process until the convergence is reached.

Figure 43: Exemplary Grasshopper logic for the parametrised FE model
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5.2. Profile optimisation
The second main functionality developed in this Master’s thesis is a stress-based sizing optimisation algorithm nested
in the Grasshopper framework. The component was requested by the future users to be independent from the
parametric model components, hence all necessary functionality has been coded within this one component.
A good example of the sizing optimisation problem and results is a simple cantilever beam with a point load:

Figure 44: Cantilever beam static model

In order for the analysis to run, the initial design needs to be conducted. It provides the starting point and forces for
the algorithm to base on in the first iteration of the process.

Figure 45: Cantilever beam’s initial design: bending moment plot and structure outline

Using the developed component in practise forms up the following Grasshopper logic.

Figure 46: Exemplary Grasshopper logic for the sizing optimisation

Figure 47: Cantilever beam’s final design: bending moment plot and structure outline

A manual check, proving correctness of the calculated results is included in Appendix C.
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6
Validation
The following chapter presents results of the algorithm’s sensitivity testing using 3 sample cases – a simply supported
beam under uniform load, a doubly clamped beam under uniform load and a two-dimensional (2D) truss under a point
load. All 3 samples have been sized for the internal forces and moments’ utilisation of 70% and with a neglect of the
member’s self-weight for simplicity. Every sample has been tested for 3 different starting points – for the initial design
being undersized, oversized and reversed to the actual global optimum of the system, which aims to investigate the
possibilities of a convergence in the enforced local minima. The step-by-step plots are presented to show how the
geometries have been altered and how the resulting internal forces were redistributed. Using the truss’ example, it is
demonstrated how the optimisation can be controlled by finding the possible load paths, choosing the most promising
one and directing the optimisation process into favouring it.
The simply supported and clamped beams’ cases have been calculated using the 2nd order analysis to take the nonlinear effects into account, especially visible in the undersized initial design due to the structure’s slenderness. The 2D
truss sample has been calculated using the linear elastic theory to speed up the calculation and avoid the analysis’
convergence and stability problems along the optimisation process, which was the issue when starting from the
undersized initial design.
The analysis of all 3 samples has been conducted using both rapid and gradual iterative methods, however only
results from using the rapid method has been presented for the beam examples as both methods have yielded the
same results. The 2D truss sample is shown with the final result of the gradual iteration for comparison and as a proof
of the coherent results. In case of the simple systems or the grid shells with limited load paths, on which this Master’s
focuses, both methods yield results within the 5% difference (the deviation is measured as a difference in the
assigned profile’s position in the organised list of 20 profiles), with the rapid method needing significantly less
iterations to converge. Even though the gradual method is more universal and less prone to falling in the local minima,
due to the progressive forces redistribution in the system, it has a considerable disadvantage of time needed
comparing to the rapid method, especially if the initial design is heavily under/oversized and project has a large crosssection library available (Olsson, 2012).
The sizing optimisation process for all three samples has been conducted using the same Circular Hollow Profile
library, to be found in the Appendix B. It is aimed to show the progress of the optimisation process and not the actual
design process of the sample projects, thus the available profile list has been limited to the single wall thickness per
diameter. It excludes the situations where the structurally weaker section has the bigger diameter which interferes
with the visual perception of the results.
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6.1. Doubly pinned beam
The first system to be tested with the sizing algorithm is a doubly pinned beam with uniformly distributed loads:

Figure 48: Simply supported beam with uniformly distributed loads

The system is analysed using the 3rd order theory and the rapid iterative method. Optimisation’s calculation is based
on the internal forces and moments.
6.1.1. Initial design undersized
The system has been discretised into 50 elements. The optimisation process converged after 3 iterations:

Figure 49: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step
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The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and bending moment’s diagrams):

Figure 50: Initial design’s structure outline, bending moments plot

Figure 51: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 1

Figure 52: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 2

Figure 53: Converged design’s structure outline, bending moments plot (step 3)
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6.1.2. Initial design oversized
The system has been discretised into 50 elements. The optimisation process converged after 3 iterations:

Figure 54: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and bending moment’s diagrams):

Figure 55: Initial design’s structure outline, bending moments plot

Figure 56: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 1

Figure 57: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 2

Figure 58: Converged design’s structure outline, bending moments plot (step 3)
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6.1.3. Initial design reversed
The system has been discretised into 52 elements. The optimisation process converged after 7 iterations:

Figure 59: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and bending moment’s diagrams):

Figure 60: Initial design’s structure outline and bending moment plot

Figure 61: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 1

Figure 62: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 2

Figure 63: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 3
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Figure 64: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 5

Figure 65: Converged design’s structure outline, bending moments plot (step 7)

6.1.4. Conclusions
In the situation with the undersized initial design, the low bending stiffness and the nonlinear effects resulted in the
cable-like behaviour, where loads are carried via tensile forces in the member. The optimisation algorithm recognises
normal forces as the governing resistance check and chooses the appropriate profiles to meet the 70% utilisation
condition. As the beam’s bending stiffness increases in the process, moment becomes governing in the algorithm.
In the situation with the oversized initial design, the large bending stiffness reduced the nonlinear effects and normal
forces as a result. The optimisation has been performed with bending moments as the governing resistance check.
The resulting structure is identical to the one from Chapter 6.1.1.
In the situation with the initial design’s layout reversed to the global optimum, an attempt is made to enforce
convergence in any local minima if possible. The algorithm is governed by the normal force resistance criterion in the
first iteration and by the bending moments in the further steps. The resulting structure is identical to the ones from
Chapter 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. Final structural layouts’ comparison is shown below:
Length

Undersized

Oversized

Reversed

Max. deviation

0

CHP 76.1 / 8

CHP 76.1 / 8

CHP 76.1 / 8

0%

1/4

CHP 168.3 / 12.5

CHP 168.3 / 12.5

CHP 168.3 / 12.5

0%

2/4

CHP 193.7 / 16

CHP 193.7 / 16

CHP 193.7 / 16

0%

3/4

CHP 168.3 / 12.5

CHP 168.3 / 12.5

CHP 168.3 / 12.5

0%

4/4

CHP 76.1 / 8

CHP 76.1 / 8

CHP 76.1 / 8

0%

Figure 66: Final structural layout comparison

The sizing optimisation of the simple beam system has resulted with the same final structural layout for all initial
designs tested, proving that the simple beam has only one strong minimum (Arora, 2004).
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6.2. Doubly clamped beam
The second system to be tested with the sizing algorithm is a doubly clamped beam with uniformly distributed loads:

Figure 67: Doubly clamped beam with uniformly distributed loads

The system is analysed using the 3rd order theory and the rapid iterative method. Optimisation’s calculation is based
on the internal forces and moments.
6.2.1. Initial design undersized
The system has been discretised into 50 elements. The optimisation process converged after 11 iterations:

Figure 68: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step
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The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and bending moment’s diagrams):

Figure 69: Initial design’s structure outline and bending moments plot

Figure 70: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 1

Figure 71: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 2

Figure 72: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 3

Figure 73: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 5

Figure 74: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 7

Figure 75: Converged design’s structure outline, bending moments plot (step 11)
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6.2.2. Initial design oversized
The system has been discretised into 50 elements. The optimisation process converged after 11 iterations:

Figure 76: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and bending moment’s diagrams):

Figure 77: Initial design’s structure outline and bending moments plot

Figure 78: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 1

Figure 79: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 2

Figure 80: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 3
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Figure 81: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 5

Figure 82: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 7

Figure 83: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 9

Figure 84: Converged design’s structure outline, bending moments plot (step 11)

6.2.3. Initial design reversed
The system has been discretised into 52 elements. The optimisation process converged after 13 iterations:

Figure 85: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step
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The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and bending moment’s diagrams):

Figure 86: Initial design’s structure outline and bending moments plot

Figure 87: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 1

Figure 88: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 2

Figure 89: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 3

Figure 90: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 5

Figure 91: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 7
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Figure 92: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 9

Figure 93: Structure outline and bending moments plot in optimisation step 11

Figure 94: Converged design’s structure outline, bending moments plot (step 13)

6.2.4. Conclusions
In the situation with the undersized initial design, the low bending stiffness and the nonlinear effects resulted in the
cable-like behaviour, where loads are carried via tensile forces in the member. The optimisation algorithm recognises
normal forces as the governing resistance check and chooses the appropriate profiles to meet the 70% utilisation
condition. As the beam’s bending stiffness increases in the process, moment becomes governing in the algorithm.
In a situation with the oversized initial design, the large bending stiffness reduced the nonlinear effects and normal
forces as a result. The optimisation has been performed with bending moments as the governing resistance check.
The resulting structure is identical to the one from Chapter 6.2.1.
In a situation with the initial design’s layout reversed to the global optimum, an attempt is made to enforce
convergence in any local minima if possible. The algorithm is governed by the normal force resistance criterion in the
first iteration and by the bending moments in the further steps. The resulting structure is identical to the ones from
Chapter 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Final structural layouts’ comparison is shown below:
Length

Undersized

Oversized

Reversed

Max. deviation

0

CHP 193.7 / 16

CHP 193.7 / 16

CHP 193.7 / 16

0%

1/4

CHP 60.3 / 8

CHP 60.3 / 8

CHP 60.3 / 8

0%

2/4

CHP 114.3 / 10

CHP 114.3 / 10

CHP 114.3 / 10

0%

3/4

CHP 60.3 / 8

CHP 60.3 / 8

CHP 60.3 / 8

0%

4/4

CHP 193.7 / 16

CHP 193.7 / 16

CHP 193.7 / 16

0%

Figure 95: Final structural layout comparison

The sizing optimisation of the doubly clamped beam system has resulted with the same final structural layout for all
initial designs tested, proving that the simple beam has only one strong minimum.
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6.3. Two dimensional truss
The third system to be tested with the sizing algorithm is a two dimensional truss with a point load:

Figure 96: Two dimensional truss with a point load

The system is analysed using the linear elastic theory and the rapid iterative method. Optimisation’s calculation is
based on the internal forces and moments.
This sample structure has been based on the example available in literature. The fully converged example is shown by
Christensen and Klarbring (2009) in the stiffness optimisation situation:

Figure 97: Original system (Christensen and Klarbring, 2009)
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Figure 98: The cross-sectional area of the truss after a given number of iterations (Christensen and Klarbring, 2009)
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6.3.1. Initial design undersized
The system has been discretised into 204 elements. The optimisation process converged after 18 iterations:

Figure 99: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation’s progress step by step (structure outlines and normal forces diagrams):

Figure 100: Initial design’s structure outline and normal forces plot

Figure 101: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 1
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Figure 102: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 3

Figure 103: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 5

Figure 104: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 7

Figure 105: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 9
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Figure 106: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 11

Figure 107: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 13

Figure 108: Structure outline and normal forces plot in optimisation step 15

Figure 109: Converged design’s structure outline and normal forces plot (step 18)
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6.3.2. Initial design oversized
The optimisation process converged after 18 iterations:

Figure 110: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation yields the same result as in Chapter 6.3.1 in the same number of iterative steps. Detailed step-bystep plots are therefore skipped.
6.3.3. Initial design reversed
Previous processing in Chapters 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 allowed to recognise the load path appearing as a global optimum. In
both cases, the gradual forces redistribution towards the marked truss elements was observed:

Figure 111: Suspected global optimum layout
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It is investigated, if the optimisation process falls into any local minimum, if the initial design will be reversed to the
structure outline presented in Figure 111 and, in consequence, starting from the utterly opposite point to the global
optimum.
The system has been discretised into 204 elements. The optimisation process converged after 22 iterations:

Figure 112: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation’s initial and final stage (structure outlines and normal forces diagrams):

Figure 113: Initial design’s structure outline and normal forces plot

Figure 114: Converged design’s structure outline and normal forces plot (step 22)
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6.3.4. Conclusions
The optimisation process conducted in this research has clearly followed the same pattern as shown in the literature,
converging in a layout similar to the one shown in literature for step 140. The sizing optimisation process started from
under and oversized initial designs yields the same result in the same number of iterations. Forces redistribution
focuses gradually onto 4 members (Figure 111), increasing their size and reducing the other elements. For the given
dimensions, load conditions and cross-sections made available, the optimisation converges within one of the possible
local minima before reaching the global optimum (Christensen and Klarbring, 2009). It gives the indication, however,
which load path has been favoured before the optimisation stopped and this information is furtherly investigated in
Chapter 6.4.
The scenario with the initial design reversed to the assumed global optimum path yielded inconclusive results, clearly
falling into the local minimum. This example is used to investigate the sensitivity of both rapid and gradual iterative
methods in Chapter 6.5.
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6.4. Controlled optimisation
The previous test with the two dimensional truss concluded with a possibility of existence of the global optimum
(Figure 111). From the literature, it is known that the suspected optimum is true (Christensen and Klarbring, 2009).
Neither of the samples and tests conducted though, concluded with obtaining it. The way of influencing the
optimisation process is clearly needed, to move beyond the convergence point found in Chapters 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
The sizing optimisation process is controlled by manipulating the initial design, which can be done in 2 ways:
•

Assigning the appropriate profiles to the selected load path - in order to direct the force-flow into the path of
interest, the user can exaggeratedly increase its sizing.

•

Assigning the selected load path into the appropriate group and specify the exaggerated profiles for this group
in the profile .csv database.

Practical testing showed the first method to work better, as after the initial design has been loaded into the optimising
component the original, exaggerated profiles are not considered in the process any more. Second approach keeps the
starting profile in the analysis’s database which can yield unrealistic results. Hence, the first method was used. The
preferred load path has been selected by hand and the new, considerably larger profile has been assigned with
keeping the remaining part of the structure unrealistically thin. The resultant initial design has most of the forces
directed within the demanded path, which is the demanded result for this stage of the process.
The optimisation process converged in 3 steps. The optimisation’s initial and final stage (structure outlines and normal
forces diagrams):

Figure 115: Initial design’s structure outline and normal forces plot

Figure 116: Converged design’s structure outline and normal forces plot (step 3)

The optimisation took 3 steps to rework the structure with the profile given in the .csv list for the demanded utilisation
level and successfully converged in the global optimum proving, that controlled and iterative approach can yield good
result close to the global optimum.
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6.5. Gradual iterative method
In the scenario where two dimensional truss’ initial design has been set as an opposite to the recognised global
optimum, the rapid method failed to recognise the global load path and redistributed the forces in an inconclusive
way, focusing on the truss’ inner braces (Figure 114). It is now investigated if the gradual method will present the
same susceptibility as the rapid method did, despite the slower and continuous force redistribution and, if so, how
much the yielded structure’s layout will differ from the one obtained using the rapid method.
The optimisation algorithm has performed 100 iterations, from the 43th iteration onwards reaching a solution. The
optimisation’s initial and end stage (structure outlines and normal forces diagrams):

Figure 117: Initial design’s structure outline and normal forces plot

Figure 118: Converged design’s structure outline and normal forces plot (step 43)

As visible on Figure 118, gradual iterative has method successfully retraced the global optimum path despite the
unfavourable initial design. Moreover, the design has been brought to almost the same convergence point as in
Chapters 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, within the 7% average difference. This proves the gradual method being considerably less
sensitive to the initial design factor and indicates the rapid method inaccuracy in certain conditions.
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7
Case study
The following chapter presents the Carioca Wave grid shell sample project, its original design by Knippers Helbig
GmbH and the results of redesign using the software developed.

7.1. Project data
7.1.1. Project description
The project is a cooperation of Nir Sivan Architects and Knippers Helbig GmhH, with architectural and engineering
roles respectively. The free-form steel/glass canopy roof is located within the new development of CasaShopping in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The sculptural shape of the free-form canopy as an ocean wave is inspired by the impressive
seaside of Barra di Tijuca and its dynamic movement of the water. Covering an area of 52mx23m the canopy consists
of approximately 1.130m² surface area and is around 8m to 14m high. The canopy is supported by the primary
structure only on the south and north sides on two levels located in different heights. The two other edges are free
and cantilever over the parking space. The structure is composed of a triangular steel grid has a size of about 2,20m
with a circular circumferential edge beam. The structural members that form the elements of the triangular grid
consist of grade S355 welded steel RHP 200x80mm profiles with a constant web thickness of 6mm and variable flange
thicknesses depending on the internal forces and moments (Knippers Helbig, 2012).
The project’s design dates back to 2012 and the structure has been completed in 2013.

Figure 119: Rendering of ´CasaShopping Canopy´ and adjacent buildings (Knippers Helbig, 2012)
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7.1.2. Design codes
All load cases applied in the static analysis have been computed in accordance with the appropriate Brazilian codes.
The load combinations are based on Eurocode 0 (EN 1990, Basis of structural design). The structural design of
members has been based on Eurocode 3 (EN 1993-1-1, Design of steel structures).
7.1.3. Structural Materials
For all structural members, a steel grade S355 is used. The steel’s yields strength differs depending on a thickness of
the element in question and is defined as such:


t ≤ 16mm

fy = 355 [Mpa]



16 < t ≤ 40mm

fy = 345 [Mpa]



40 < t ≤ 80mm

fy = 325 [Mpa]

In all cases, a material safety factor of 1.0 is used in accordance with Eurocode 3.
7.1.4. Design loading
•

Dead load:

Self-weight of the steel structure is applied by the FEM software. Self-weight of the glass cladding is applied to the
load bearing structure by additional surface elements.
The following weights have been considered in calculations:
Steel:

Steel = 78.5

[kN/m³]

Glass:

Glass = 25

[kN/m³]

•

Live load:

Not relevant since CasaShopping Canopy is not accessible for any traffic.
•

Wind load:

The wind action has been computed in accordance with the appropriate Brazilian Codes and Eurocodes, yielding the
design wind pressure of 0.96 [kN/m2]. The Carioca Wave grid shell has been approximated as an open canopy:

Figure 120: Opened canopy’s wind flow (EN 1991-1-4, 2008)
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The analysis has yielded a number of wind load cases, two of which are governing for the design:

Figure 121: Wind load case 6 (W6) applied to the structure

Figure 122: Wind load case 7 (W7) applied to the structure

•

Seismic loads:

The Brazilian Southeast region presents low seismic activity and seismic loads will not govern the design.
•

Snow loads:

Snow loads need not be considered for Rio de Janeiro.
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•

Building movements:

The Carioca Wave is subject to differential settlements and movements from the concrete substructure. Those effects
impose external deformations to the grid shell itself and has been taken into an account in the analysis.
•

Thermal effects:

The average air temperature is assumed on the +25° level, based on the local meteorological data. In the preliminary
design, it is approximated that the canopy can reach a maximum temperature of 60° and may cool down to -5° in the
maximally negative case.
7.1.5. Load combinations
The loads are combined according to the Standard EN 1990 as follows:
Ultimate Limit State:
Ed = G x Gk + Q,1 x Qk,1 +  Q,i x 0,i Qk,i
Gk:

Permanent action

Qk,1:

Leading variable action

Qk,1:

Other variable action

G = 1.35 if the permanent action is unfavorable
G = 0.9 if the permanent action is favorable
Q,1 = Q,i = 1.5
0,i = 0.6 for Wind W
0,i = 0.6 for Temperature T
This leads to the following combinations:
1.35 Gk + 1.5 W + 1.5 x 0.6 T

(I)

1.35 Gk + 1.5 T + 1.5 x 0.6 W (II)
0.9 Gk + 1.5 W + 1.5 x 0.6 T

(III)

Serviceability Limit State:
The verification of the characteristic combination governs:
Ed = Gk + Qk,1 +  0,i Qk,i
0,i = 0.6 for Wind W
0,i = 0.6 for Temperature T
Therefore, the combinations to consider are:
Gk + W + 0.6 T

(IV)

Gk + T + 0.6 W

(V)
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7.1.6. Performance criteria
The performance criteria have been set basing on the relevant Brazilian Codes and Eurocodes. Additional demands
have been also stated for the structure determined from the Knippers Helbig’s experience with the grid shell design.
Deflection criteria:
The relative, local displacement within the grid shell triangulars shall be limitied to the L/50, where L describes the
distance between the nodes. The relative deflection criterion is dictated by the glass glazing and connections
capacities to withstand deformations.

Figure 123: Illustration of deflection criterion (Knippers Helbig, 2012)

Additionally, deflections in the global model should not exceed L/200 in the doubly supported situations and L/100
when cantilevered.
Dynamic criteria:
First eigenmode needs to occur in spectrum higher than > 1.0Hz. Satisfying this criterion warranties the structure not
be susceptible to the wind-caused resonance.
Other:
Water must be able to drain away from the structure without ponding.
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7.2. Structural model
7.2.1. Geometry and dimensions
The structure consists of a triangular steel grid made of welded rectangular hollow section profiles (RHP welded) and
a circular (CHP) circumferential edge beam.

Figure 124: Illustration of structural finite element analysis model (Knippers Helbig, 2012)

The canopy extends about 52m East to West and about 24m from North to South. It covers approximately 1.100m²
surface area and is around 8m to 14m high:

Figure 125: Overall dimensions of the canopy (Knippers Helbig, 2012)

More relevant from a structural point of view are the cantilever spans which reach a maximum of about 32m and
23,4m in the longitudinal directions.

Figure 126: Dimensions and cantilever spans of canopy [m] (Knippers Helbig, 2012)
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7.2.2. Support conditions
The canopy is supported on the north side by 6 supports and on the south side by 5 supports. The east and west
edges are not supported and span over the parking space. The architectural aspects demand all supports to be
orientated towards the adjacent grid’s triangular, rather than global coordinate system:

Figure 127: Illustration of local support conditions (Knippers Helbig, 2012)

Each support has a vertical translation in global z-axis, or local x-axis, restrained. Local y-axis and local z-axis have
been released in all supports, except supports number 4 and 9. All supports are rotationally free in all directions.

7.3. Structural analysis – original design
7.3.1. Member sizes
The structural members, forming the triangular grid, consist of welded rectangular hollow profiles RHP 182/82/6/x
made of steel S355. In the profile description, the first number describes the structural total depth without the flanges’
offsets, the second the total width, the third number stands for the thickness of the webs and the last number the
thickness of the flanges. The thickness of the flanges varies according to the internal forces acting on the specific
member and therefore allows to minimise the steel tonnage, while still keeping the architectural uniformity.
Thicknesses from 6mm to 40mm are being used. Also a solid section is employed to meet structural demands for the
highly loaded members around supports. The exemplary welded profiles used are shown below.

Figure 128: Illustration of RHP 182/82/6/6 cross-section (Knippers Helbig, 2012)
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Figure 129: Illustration of RHP 182/82/40/6 cross-section (Knippers Helbig, 2012)

The edge beam, which runs around the structure’s outline, is a circular hollow profile (CHP) with a constant, outer
diameter of 323.9mm. The wall thickness is varying along the beam in order to satisfy the structural requirements of
the given members. The wall thickness varies from 8 to 36.0mm.
The structural layout of the canopy is presented separately for the triangular grid shell and for the edge beam:

Figure 130: Location of the RHP welded sections in the triangular grid (Knippers Helbig, 2012)

Figure 131: Location of the circular sections in the edge beam (Knippers Helbig, 2012)
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7.3.2. Serviceability Limit State (SLS)
•

Eigenfrequencies:

As stated in the design criteria in Chapter 7.1.6, the first dynamic mode shape should have a natural frequency >
1.0Hz. As the figures below show, this is the case. In this figure, the first three mode shapes are shown together with
their corresponding frequencies. The mode shapes are characterized by deformations in the cantilevers and a slight
lateral movements.

Figure 132: Structural model in the undeformed shape

Figure 133: First three eigenmodes with respectively 1.46, 2.10 and 2.49 [Hz] frequencies (left to right)

•

Deflections:

The governing deflections have been yielded by load combinations 105 (1.0D + 1.0W6 + 0.6T(+)) and 116 (1.0D +
1.0W7 + 0.6T(-)). The areas most affected by the wind loads are the cantilever ends, in particular at the 32m and
23.4m cantilever spans:

Figure 134: Deflections due to load combination 105 (1.0D + 1.0W6 + 0.6T(+)) [mm]
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Figure 135: Deflections due to load combination 116 (1.0D + 1.0W7 + 0.6T(-)) [mm]

It can be seen that the maximum deflection is approx. 217mm for combination 105 and 212mm for combination 116.
Considering the lengths of the cantilevers, it can be seen that the limit set in the design criteria above is respected.
7.3.3. Ultimate Limit State (ULS)
Design check of the structural members in this Master’s thesis is limited to checking the utilisation ratios, as this is the
main design goal for the algorithms developed and these values will be compared with the new design. The original
structural report for the Carioca Wave (Knippers Helbig, 2012) contains the full member design data, including stability
checks, thus the original design presented in this chapter is proven and sufficient.
Utilisation ratios have been computed by Sofistik software suite, using elastic – elastic theory and with interactions
calculated in accordance to Eurocode 3:

Figure 136: Utilisation ratios in the grid shell
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Figure 137: Utilisation ratios in the edge beam

The average utilisation level in the structure equals 23%. The design criterion of utilisation level < 1 has been satisfied
in every member of the structure. The envelopes of internal forces’ maxima and minima can be found in Appendix D.
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7.4. Structural analysis – optimisation
This chapter presents the Carioca Wave grid shell redesign process using algorithms developed in this Master’s thesis
and results of this redesign. The two-step methodology described in Chapter 6 is implemented, starting with a uniform
initial design to recognise the governing load paths and utilising this information to control the algorithm and perform
the final design iteration. The goal is to obtain the new design with similar structural performance to the original one,
but with much smaller time input and possible steel reductions. Whereas the time savings are self-explanatory, the
steel reduction is hoped to be achieved by placing a structural material where it is needed the most (load paths) and
reduced in the areas of less loadbearing significance (load transferring).
Internal forces throughout the redesign process have been calculated according to the 2 nd order theory, taking into
account the non-linear effects.
7.4.1. Load paths
A first step in the process is a global load paths recognition. Tests conducted in Chapter 6 have shown, that the
optimisation process properly influenced by the non-uniform initial design yields results much closer to the global
optimum, than the optimisation run from the uniform initial design (Chapter 6.4). The question of how the initial
design should be shaped is answered by running the optimisation from the uniform starting point and drawing
appropriate conclusions from the result, what follows in this chapter.
The optimisation component has been set to drive internal forces’ utilisation level to 20% in no more than 50 rapid
iterations, using elastic moduli, non-linear analysis and disregarding the Sofistik geometry groups. Instructing the
software to oversize the members and feeding a simplified profile list (CHP profiles in this case with only one thickness
per diameter) to it, allows to clearly visualise load paths within the structure and interpret the results. This
optimisation stage uses the profile library presented in Appendix B.4.
The system has been discretised into 1124 elements. The optimisation process has converged after 40 iterations,
taking approximately 90 minutes of work in computer system’s background. The load combinations to be taken into an
account during analysis have been limited to 68 ULS combinations, without the SLS combinations for their irrelevance
to the stress-based sizing.
The optimisation process has ran as follows:

Figure 138: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step
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The optimisation’s initial and final stage (structure outlines and profile cross-sectional area):

Figure 139: Initial design’s structure outline and profile cross-sectional area plot

Figure 140: Converged design’s structure outline and profile cross-sectional area plot

The converged shape clearly shows redistribution of the forces towards the edge beam, even though it has not been
formed in the initial design, which was uniform. It proves the concept of the original design by Knippers Helbig GmbH
and shell behaviour of the structure:

Figure 141: Suspected optimal layout of the edge beam as main loadbearing element

For aesthetic and feasability reasons, the edge beam can not entirely follow the suspected optimum presented, but
needs to run at the countour of the shell’s surface.
Originally, a designer has divided the grid shell and the edge beam into 6 groups each (yielding 12 groups in total)
with one profile per group. The grouping of the grid shell in original design also follows similar patterns to the ones
recognised in the load paths findng process. It is too general though, and thus declared to be unfit for further
optimisation processes. As a result of the path finding procedure, the structural model for the initial design of the
controlled optimisation has been divided into 2 general groups: the edge beam and the triangular grid shell. It is also
decided to oversize the edge beam and undersize the grid shell to underline the role of the main load bearing
element, that the edge beam has. With different sets of profiles available for each group, the optimisation algorithm
will automatically distribute the proper sizes and group both the edge beam and the grid shell by itself, without
cumbersome handpicking of the similar elements and grouping them by hand.
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7.4.2. Controlled optimisation
A second step of the steel grid shell optimisation procedure developed in this Master’s thesis is a controlled
optimisation. Basing on the results from Chapter 7.4.2, the initial design has been prepared to underline the role of
edge beam as a loadbearing element by oversizing it. The triangular grid shell has been undersized, leaving the work
of adjusting the profiles to the algorithms. The initial design applies only one profile per group – the oversized CHP
and undersized RHP welded respectively.
The optimisation component has been set to drive internal forces’ utilisation level to 40% in no more than 50 rapid
iterations. 40 per cent value is based on examining the original design and the average utilisation level observed in it.
Setting the 40% allowed to obtain the optimised design with a performance similar to the original design, so the
results could be compared.
Moreover, the optimisation component was using the elastic moduli, non-linear analysis and taking into account the
Sofistik geometry groups. The last setting made possible to assign 2 different sets of profile lists for the edge beam
and for the grid (CHP and RHP welded respectively). The profile database has been prepared to follow the
architectural constrains and is an expanded version of what a designer of the original design has used (see Chapter
7.3.1), namely the circular profile CHP 323.9 with varying wall thickness and the rectangular welded profile RHP
182/82/6 with varying flange thickness. The optimisation component does not support solid sections yet, therefore the
maximal RHP profile has flanges with thickness of 60mm to make up for the lack of the solid rectangular section used
in the original design. The full profile list used in the optimisation process is presented in Appendix B.5.
The system has been discretised into 1124 elements with 186 elements being a custom connectors or supports
excluded from the sizing optimisation. That yields 938 members registered for the optimisation process. The
optimisation component has run the maximum number of 50 iterations, taking approximately 120 minutes of work in
computer system’s background. The load combinations to be taken into an account during analysis have been limited
to 68 ULS combinations, without the SLS combinations for their irrelevance to the stress-based sizing.
The optimisation process has ran as follows:

Figure 142: Profile alternations’ number per iteration step

The optimisation component has run the maximum amount of 50 iterations without reaching the absolute
convergence. From the iteration step 15 onwards an orbital stability is observed, which in complex problems is a
common, but reliable, result. Additional assurance of the result’s correctness is a small percentage of members
(3.73% on average) not reaching the strong convergence.
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The optimisation’s initial design (structure outlines and profile cross-sectional area):

Figure 143: Initial design’s structure outline and profile cross-sectional area plot

The optimisation algorithm has concluded with the following structural outline:

Figure 144: Location of the RHP welded sections in the triangular grid

Figure 145: Location of the circular sections in the edge beam
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7.4.3. Serviceability Limit State (SLS)
•

Eigenfrequencies:

As stated in the design criteria in Chapter 7.1.6, the first dynamic mode shape should have a natural frequency >
1.0Hz. As the figures below show, this is the case. In this figure, the first three mode shapes are shown together with
their corresponding frequencies. The mode shapes are characterized by deformations in the cantilevers as well as a
slight lateral movement.

Figure 146: Structural model in the undeformed shape

Figure 147: First three eigenmodes with respectively 1.56, 2.17 and 2.74 [Hz] frequencies (left to right)

The first three eigenmodes deform in the same manner as it was the case in the original design, with slightly higher
frequencies.
•

Deflections:

The governing deflections have been yielded by load combinations 105 (1.0D + 1.0W6 + 0.6T(+)) and 116 (1.0D +
1.0W7 + 0.6T(-)), as it was the case in the original design. The areas most affected by the wind loads are the
cantilever ends, in particular at the 32m and 23.4m cantilever spans:

Figure 148: Deflections due to load combination 105 (1.0D + 1.0W6 + 0.6T(+)) [mm]
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Figure 149: Deflections due to load combination 116 (1.0D + 1.0W7 + 0.6T(-)) [mm]

It can be seen that the maximum deflection is approx. 232mm for combination 105 and 224mm for combination 116.
Considering the lengths of the cantilevers, it can be seen that the limit set in the design criteria above is respected.
7.4.4. Ultimate Limit State (ULS)
As it was the case for the original design, checks of the structural members in this Master’s thesis are limited to
checking the utilisation ratios, as this is the main design goal for the algorithms developed and these values have to
be adjacent for the similar performance. It has to be stated that this limited approach can cause stability problems, as
in the new structural layout forces concentrate on the smaller number of members than it was in the original design.
Forces concentrations can cause buckling issues, which should be checked in the detailed design. Buckling checks for
the Carioca Wave in this Master’s thesis are skipped for simplicity.
Utilisation ratios have been computed by Sofistik software suite, using elastic – elastic theory and with interactions
calculated in accordance to Eurocode 3:

Figure 150: Utilisation ratios in the grid shell
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Figure 151: Utilisation ratios in the edge beam

The average utilisation level in the structure equals 26%. The design criterion of utilisation level < 1 has been satisfied
in every member of the structure. The envelopes of internal forces’ maxima and minima can be found in Appendix D.
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7.5. Comparison
The goal of the original design optimisation was to obtain the new design with similar performance, but with much
smaller time input and with possibly reduced steel tonnage. With both designs, old and new, meeting the Ultimate
Limit State demands, the stiffnesses and summarised steel tonnages are to be compared:
Value

Original design

Optimised design

Difference

Deflections due to self-weight of steel [mm]

69.4

54.5

21.46 %

Deflections due to self-weight of glass [mm]

36.0

40.2

11.67 %

Deflections due to load combination 105 [mm]

217.2

232.4

7.00 %

Deflections due to load combination 116 [mm]

212.1

224.2

5.70 %

First eigenmode [Hz]

1.46

1.56

6.85 %

Average utilisation [%]

23

26

3.00 %

Steel tonnage [tons]

77.063

73.127

5.38 %

Figure 152: Original and optimised designs comparison (green advantageous for the optimised design)

As shown in the figure above, stiffness of the newly developed design is slightly lower than in the original one, but still
well within the Serviceability Limit State deflection criterions. Also the eigenfrequencies’ criterion is met, being even
higher in the new design.
With both designs satisfying ULS and SLS criteria, the most important comparison value shown above is the steel
tonnage. One of the most price influential factors in the steel structures design is its weight. By redistributing the
material within the structure into members of the biggest loadbearing significance (load paths) and by reducing the
material in load transferring members, the optimised design resulted in saving nearly 6 tons of steel. It is also the
mass reduction that increased the natural frequencies of the structure, helping to keep it even further from the wind
induced spectrum and possible resonance.
What the comparison table does not show are savings with the particular value to the engineering practise – time. It
was not the quality of the original design that was in question but the laboriousness in developing it. A team
developing the original design have spent dozens of man hours trying to group similarly loaded members into groups
and adjusting the appropriate cross section fitting them all. Then all work had to be repeated in the next iteration step
when forces had distributed in different ways. This process is now automated and Chapter 7.4 proved it is possible to
achieve the similar result as the team developing the original design did, but with much shorter period of time and
less involvement from the engineer. The aforementioned dozens of man hours have been opposed with approximately
210 minutes the software needed with an additional time for interpreting the results. The algorithm allows, however,
to browse and interpret most of the results directly in the FEM software using plots or envelopes, which makes the
process significantly easier and more pleasant, than it is the case with the Excel data spreadsheets.
In such a time and result driven industry as structural design, where every man hour of a skilled specialist costs
money, it is a benefit outweighing them all.
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8
Discussion
The following chapter presents the analysis of the Master’s thesis research results and discusses results and limitations
observed.

8.1. Stress-based optimisation algorithm
What happens to be the case in so many specialised software suits, here again stands proven – the software as any
other tool, is only as useful and productive as a professional using it. Even though it can undoubtedly speed up the
design process, it is just a part of it that is eased. The software does not fill the role of the ultimate tool for solving the
grid shells, because this requires broad engineering knowledge and intuition coming with the experience, which is
beyond the programming capabilities as of yet.
Once used with care and knowledge though, the algorithm proves its value and will greatly contribute into design
process of the steel grid shell projects to come.
Also, the question of usability of the algorithm developed beyond the sample project still stands open. It has to be
noted that solving the chosen project did not present much of a challenge as many important aspects were already
fixed, either by aesthetic demands (i.e. uniform cross section’s outline dimensions) or by compatibility demand with
the old design (i.e. support conditions). In a future projects to come, where many givens for the sample project would
have become the unknowns, it still in question whether the software would yield clear and useful results.
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8.2. Software and coding
With choosing the Grasshopper platform for the software development definitely having numerous advantages, like
fixed software structure with simultaneous flexibility and simplicity, it also proved to cause severe complications during
the software development (see Chapter 3.1.1). The Grasshopper interface limits have largely influenced how the
algorithms handle and manage data, forcing solutions which were not always the best. With such a vast possible
optionality and settings the Sofistik suite offers, it is not possible to incorporate everything within the graphic interface
of the grasshopper plugin. Whereas it was not a problem during the Master’s thesis research as it was possible to
access and alternate the source code at any time, it might be an issue for the future projects where some settings
inaccessible from the solutions’ limited grasshopper interface will have to be changed.
The Grasshopper plugin developed also does not offer a set of tools for solving any given optimisation problem. It
merely provides a platform connecting Sofistik with GH, being able to host such tools. Even though some functionality
has been coded, it was mainly to test concepts used in creating the sizing optimisation component in later stage of the
research. Every optimisation problem is differently targeted and involves different geometries, making it close to
impossible to create an ultimate, all-solving tool. Hence, before the specific optimisation problem can be tackled, the
engineer will be required to supplement the functionality with the custom code specific just for this particular problem.
It is also questioned, whereas either the GH plugin suite as a whole or just the stress optimisation component are fit
for the predesign from the architectural standpoint. The solution developed intertwines 2 relatively difficult concepts of
programming within the parametric workspace and finite element method calculations, being often outside the
specialisation of even experienced structural engineers. Using the software by architects might prove not possible
without an aid of the engineer fluent in programming both in Grasshopper and Sofistik, who are rather rare
commodity themselves.
Last aspect to be discussed is a speed of the calculation engine used in this project – Sofistik. Whereas it definitely is a
proven software with great many options and functionality, it is not fitted for the automated design or optimisation
processes which both aim to save time, among other things. The Sofistik’s software architecture causes unnecessary
delays, which other FEM software competing on the market usually do not have. Accessing the CDB files by only one
process at a time, with a need to trigger opening and closing functions before and after the actual data reading
causes significant time losses and coding complications, especially in the Grasshopper environment where multiple
components on the canvas might try to access the CDB database at the same time causing clashes. A second timeconsuming weak spot is the Sofistik’s graphical interface that has to be launched every time the calculation is started.
It is unfortunately not possible to run the fully background calculations like it is the case for the Oasys GSA software in
example.
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9
Conclusions
The following chapter presents conclusions of the Master’s thesis research results, derived from the considerations in
Chapter 8.

9.1. Stress-based optimisation algorithm
The similarity of the original design’s and the optimised design’s performances and the comparison between the
demanded time-input in both cases, clearly confirms that the algorithm is a reliable and highly useful tool in the
engineering practise.
In the process of the redesign, it became apparent that the tool cannot be used in the simple architectural predesign,
as it requires the 2 step’ approach and considerable engineering knowledge.
Based on the in-house company lectures and workshops, it can be also concluded that the Graphical User Interface
does not fulfil the task of simplifying the workflow enough for everyone to work with the tool.

9.2. Software and coding
The Grasshopper plugin suite developed demands from the user a considerable amount of knowledge most of which is
outside the standard architectural and structural engineering scope. It can be questioned if, or when, the professionals
from both domains will be taught programming methods as a standard, but for now they are not. From the pretesting
by Knippers Helbig employees it stands clear that the plugin is to be too complicated to be easily used in the
predesign by most members of the office, not without an additional aid at least. It can be argued if the interface could
be simplified, but that would limit the available functionality even further.
As a solution in whole, the tool package changed its scope from an easily useable software for everyone into the
powerful platform to be used by a small group of engineers, preparing the customised solution for the specific project
on its basis.
From the discussions with Sofistik AG developers it can be concluded, that speeding the calculation engine impossible.
Therefore, the grasshopper plugin performing any future optimisation processes beyond the profile optimisation
component, like geometry or topology optimisations, will have to be targeted and set with a small variable domain to
limit the possible iterations. Using the evolutionary solvers is not recommended due to large number of computations
to perform in order to obtain a good result.
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10
Recommendations
The following chapter presents suggestions for the further development of the software.

10.1. Stress-based optimisation algorithm
The sizing optimisation process conducted in Chapter 7.4 used internal forces utilisation as the only criterion, which
only grants the Ultimate Limit State demands to be met. The Serviceability Limit States are not addressed at all. The
recommendation is to develop the optimisation algorithm further and add an option to consider the stiffness
optimisation of the structure, which would greatly complement the functionality of the sizing component. Virtual work
method is a good place to start a research (Baker, 1991), yielding the optimal design less costly than evolutionary
solvers.

10.2. Software and coding
The Grasshopper plugin suite would greatly benefit from the fully dynamic graphic interface. Introducing such a
solution though demands rewriting some parts of the Grasshopper kernel code, which with Grasshopper 2.0 coming
soon is not a desirable treat at the moment, nor worth the effort. It is highly probable that along with the second
version of the Grasshopper, alterations to the components GUI will be much easier.
Because of the grid shell focus of this Master’s thesis, only points and beam elements have been incorporated within
the software. Expanding the functionality to work with structural surfaces would greatly contribute to the software
usability. Optimisation techniques increasing or decreasing the thickness of mesh triangular or quadrilateral elements
depending on equivalent stresses could aid the detail design.
Further possibilities involve developing more complete package-components aiding the design, like the stress-based
sizing optimisation component. A component being able to discretise the given surface into the grid or panels
according to the various meshing techniques and allowing to control the outcome would be of a great help.
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Appendix A
A.1. Steel material anatomy
class generic_steel: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public generic_steel() : base("Generic steel material (S355 by default) creation", "SteelMaterial", "...",
ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "1.Material")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Material name", "Material name"…, GH_ParamAccess.item, "S 355 (EN 1993)");
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Material number", "Material number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Yield strength", "Yield strength", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item,355);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Tensile strength", "Tensile strength", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 490);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Elastic limit", "Elastic limit", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 355);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Elastic modulus", "Elastic modulus", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 210000);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Unit weight", "Unit weight", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 78.50000);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•

•

•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Check if the assigned material number is an integer, return a warning if not:
if (matNumber == 0 | matNumber < 0 | matNumber % 1 != 0)
{
AddRuntimeMessage(GH_RuntimeMessageLevel.Warning, "Material number needs to be a
positive integer other than 0");
return;
}
Using StringBuilder class to assemble the data into one string – the material’s CADINP code:
StringBuilder matAssembly = new StringBuilder();
matAssembly.Append("PROG AQUA urs:1").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("HEAD Steel material compilation").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("PAGE UNII 5").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("ECHO MAT").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("NORM 'DIN' 'en1992-2004' COUN 49 CAT 'AN' SNOW '1'").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("STEE " + matNumber + " S '" + matFy + "' FY " + matFy + " FT " + matFt + " FP " +
matFp + " ES " + matEs + " GAM " + matGam + " ALFA 1.20000E-05 SCM 1.100000 EPSY 0 EPST 100 REL1 0 0
R 0 K1 0 FYC 355 FTC 490 GMOD 80769 KMOD 175000 TITL '=" + matName + "'").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("SSLA EPS SERV SIG 1.100000").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("SSLA EPS ULTI SIG 1.100000 TYPE EXT").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("HMAT " + matNumber + " TYPE FOUR NSP 0 A 1").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("HEAD Steel material compilation").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("PAGE UNII 5").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("ECHO MAT").AppendLine();
matAssembly.Append("END").AppendLine();
Registering the created string as the GUI output parameter;
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various overrides
•
•
•

Specifying component’s guid (Globally Unique IDentifier);
Assigning component’s icon visible in Grasshopper canvas and ribbon;
Defining component’s position within its subfolder on the ribbon;

A.2. Concrete material anatomy
class generic_concrete: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public generic_steel() : base("Generic concrete material (C40/50 by default) creation", "ConcreteMaterial", "...",
ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "1.Material")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Material name", "Material name", ..., GH_ParamAccess.item, "C 40/50 (EN 1992)");
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Material number", "Material number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Compressive strength", "Compressiv strength","…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 40);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Tensile strength", "Tensile strength", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 3.508822);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Elastic modulus", "Elastic modulus", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 35220.46);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Unit weight", "Unit weight", "….", GH_ParamAccess.item, 25);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•

•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Check if the assigned material number is an integer, return a warning if not:
if (matNumber == 0 | matNumber < 0 | matNumber % 1 != 0)
{
AddRuntimeMessage(GH_RuntimeMessageLevel.Warning, "Material number needs to be a
positive integer other than 0");
return;
}
Using StringBuilder class to assemble the data into one string – the material’s CADINP code:
Registering the created string as the GUI output parameter;

various overrides
•
•
•

Specifying component’s guid (Globally Unique IDentifier);
Assigning component’s icon visible in Grasshopper canvas and ribbon;
Defining component’s position within its subfolder on the ribbon;
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A.3. Glass material anatomy
class generic_glass: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public generic_glass() : base("Generic glass material (float glass by default) creation", "GlassMaterial", "...",
ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "1.Material")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Material name", "Material name", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, "Float glass");
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Material number", "Material number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Design strength", "Design strength", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 18);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Elastic modulus", "Elastic modulus", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, 70000);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Unit weight", "Unit weight", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item, 25);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•

•

•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Check if the assigned material number is an integer, return a warning if not:
if (matNumber == 0 | matNumber < 0 | matNumber % 1 != 0)
{
AddRuntimeMessage(GH_RuntimeMessageLevel.Warning, "Material number needs to be a
positive integer other than 0");
return;
}
Using StringBuilder class to assemble the data into one string – the material’s CADINP code:
StringBuilder matAssembly = new StringBuilder();
matAssembly.Append("PROG AQUA urs:1");
matAssembly.Append("HEAD Glass material compilation");
matAssembly.Append("PAGE UNII 5");
matAssembly.Append("ECHO MAT");
matAssembly.Append("NORM 'DIN' 'en1992-2004' COUN 49 CAT 'AN' SNOW '1'");
GAM "+matGam+" GAMA 0 ALFA 9.00000E-06 E90 "+matEc+" M90 0.230000 OAL 0 OAF 0 SPM 1 FY
"+matFy+" FT "+matFy+" TYPE GLAS TITL "+matName+"");
matAssembly.Append("HMAT "+matNumber+" TYPE FOUR NSP 0 A 1");
matAssembly.Append("HEAD Glass material compilation");
matAssembly.Append("PAGE UNII 5");
matAssembly.Append("ECHO MAT");
matAssembly.Append("END");
Registering the created string as the GUI output parameter;

various overrides
•
•
•

Specifying component’s guid (Globally Unique IDentifier);
Assigning component’s icon visible in Grasshopper canvas and ribbon;
Defining component’s position within its subfolder on the ribbon;
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A.4. Circular Hollow Profile (CHP) anatomy
class chp_section: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public chp_section() : base("Circular Hollow Profile (CHP) creation", "CHPsection","Creates the CHP profile from
the given variables",ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "2.Profiles")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Profile name", "Profile name", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item,"");
Manager.AddNumberParameter("Profile number", Profile number ", "…",
GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Material number", "Material number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Outer diameter", "Diameter", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Wall thickness", "Wall thickness", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•
•
•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Check if the assigned profile number and material number are integers, return a warning if not;
Check if the profile’s name has been assigned, use default if not;
Using StringBuilder class to assemble the data into one string – the profile’s CADINP code;
Registering the StringBuilder output as the component’s output parameter;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);
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A.5. Rectangular Hollow Profile (RHP) anatomy
class rhp_section: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public rhp_section() : base("Rectangular Hollow Profile (RHP) creation", "RHPsection" , "Creates the RHP profile
from the given variables" ,ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "2.Profiles")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Profile name", "Profile name", "random", GH_ParamAccess.item, "");
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Profile number", "Profile number", "random", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Material number", "Material number", "random", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Height", "Height", "random", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Width", "Width", "random", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Wall thickness", "Wall thickness", "random", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•
•
•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Check if the assigned profile number and material number are integers, return a warning if not;
Check if the profile’s name has been assigned, use default if not;
Using StringBuilder class to assemble the data into one string – the profile’s CADINP code;
Registering the StringBuilder output as the component’s output parameter;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);
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A.6. Welded Rectangular Hollow Profile (RHP welded) anatomy
class rhpWelded_section: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public rhp_section() : base"Rectangular Hollow Profile (RHP) creation", "RHPsections","Creates the RHP welded
profile from the given variables", ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "2.Profiles")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Profile name", "Profile name", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item, "");
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Profile number", "Profile number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Material number", "Material number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Height", "Height", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Width", "Width", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Flange thickness", "Flange thickness", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Web thickness", "Web thickness", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Flanges set-off", "Flanges set-off", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Weld thickness", "Weld thickness", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•
•
•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Check if the assigned profile number and material number are integers, return a warning if not;
Check if the profile’s name has been assigned, use default if not;
Using StringBuilder class to assemble the data into one string – the profile’s CADINP code;
Registering the StringBuilder output as the component’s output parameter;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);
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A.7. Profiles from the .csv list anatomy
class profile_list: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public profile_list() : base("Profiles from the .csv list","ProfileList","Reads profiles from the external .CSV file",
ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "2.Profiles")

private classes
•

Creating classes to store newly read CHP and RHP profiles, i.e.:
private class CHSprofile
{
public int id { set; get; }
public int matNum { set; get; }
public double diameter { set; get; }
public double wallT { set; get; }
public string name { set; get; }
}

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("List path", "List path", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•

•
•
•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Reading out the .csv file:
StreamReader sr = new StreamReader(listPath);
string headerLine = sr.ReadLine();
while (!sr.EndOfStream)
{
string[] Line = sr.ReadLine().Split(';');
lines.Add(Line);
Row++;
}
Converting data into the 2D array;
Data correctness checks;
Creating new, empty lists to store new instances of the profile classes;
Reading the profile id in the array’s first column and recognising the profile type of each row, then
creating a new instance of the given profile class and adding it to the proper list:
for (int i = 0; i < Row; i++)
{
if (profileData[i][0] == "CHS")
{
CHSprofile data = new CHSprofile();
data.id = Convert.ToInt32(profileData[i][1]);
data.matNum = Convert.ToInt32(profileData[i][2]);
data.diameter = Convert.ToDouble(profileData[i][3]);
data.wallT = Convert.ToDouble(profileData[i][4]);
data.name = profileData[i][5];
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CHSprofiles.Add(data);
}
else
{
AddRuntimeMessage(GH_RuntimeMessageLevel.Warning, "Unrecognized profile type");
return;
}

•

•

}
Using StringBuilder class combined with foreach loop to assemble the data from all items from both
lists into one string – the profile’s CADINP code:
StringBuilder newProfilesOutput = new StringBuilder();
…
foreach (CHSprofile item in CHSprofiles)
{
newProfilesOutput.Append("TUBE " + item.id + " D " + item.diameter + " T " + item.wallT + " MNO " +
item.matNum + " BC 'A' " + item.name).AppendLine();
}
…
Registering the StringBuilder output as the component’s output parameter;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);
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A.8. Structural Curves (SLN) creation
class SLNcreator: GH_ExtendableComponent
various overrides
•
•

Setting the custom interface;
Defining radio buttons and drop-down lists;
Remarks:
- Dropdown lists return a numeric value assigned to the specific text item listed;
- Radio buttons return a boolean, depending on if they’re activated or not;

name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public SLNcreator() : base("Structural Curves (SLN) creation", "SLNcreation", "…", ExternalDLLs.pluginName(),
"3. Geometry")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddLineParameter("Lines", "Lines", "…", GH_ParamAccess.list);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Group", "Group", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Profile", "Profile", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddTextParameter("Advanced", "Advanced", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddGeometryParameter("Reference object", "Ref. object", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager[3].Optional = true;
pManager[4].Optional = true;
Remarks:
- Numbering in C# starts with 0;
- pManager[].Optional property allows to run the component without warnings if the input
parameter is empty;

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Starting a new StringBuilder;

•

For each curve in the list:
• Finding 3 points using RhinoCommon classes: start, end and the middle;
• Finding X,Y,Z coordinates for start and end points and writing them to strings;
• If ‘Orientation’ drop down menu value is set to “Towards object”, then finding a vector normal
to the object at the closest point at the object from the middle point of the curve;
• Using the found normal vector as an input normal vector for the curve;
• Checking the remaining user input and setting the CADINP code accordingly;
In example for the surface as the reference geometry:

StringBuilder geomAssembly = new StringBuilder();

foreach (Curve item in gridCurves)
{
Point3d startPt = item.PointAtStart;
Point3d midPt = item.PointAt(0.5);
Point3d endPt = item.PointAtEnd;
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string x1 = startPt.X.ToString();
string y1 = startPt.Y.ToString();
string z1 = startPt.Z.ToString();
string x2 = endPt.X.ToString();
string y2 = endPt.Y.ToString();
string z2 = endPt.Z.ToString();
// finding the normal vector
double u = double.NaN;
double v = double.NaN;
refSurf.ClosestPoint(midPt, out u, out v);
var surface_curvature = refSurf.CurvatureAt(u, v);
string normalX = surface_curvature.Normal.X.ToString();
string normalY = surface_curvature.Normal.Y.ToString();
string normalZ = surface_curvature.Normal.Z.ToString();
counter++;
geomAssembly.Append("SLN "+counter+" GRP 1 STYP 'N' SNO 2 KR 'TANG' DRX "+normalX+"
"+normalY+" "+normalZ+" TITL 'Line'").AppendLine();
geomAssembly.Append("SLNB X1 "+x1+" "+y1+" "+z1+" X2 "+x2+" "+y2+"
"+z2+"").AppendLine();
}

•

Registering the StringBuilder output as the component’s output parameter;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);
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A.9. Structural Points (SPT) creation
class SPTcreator: GH_ExtendableComponent
various overrides
•
•

Setting the custom interface;
Defining radio buttons;

name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public SLNcreator() : base("Structural Points (SPT) creation", "SPTcreation", "…", ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "3.
Geometry")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddPointParameter("Points", "Points", "…", GH_ParamAccess.list);
pManager.AddNumberParameter("Start number", "Start number", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager.AddTextParameter("Advanced", "Advanced", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);
pManager[2].Optional = true;

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("CADINP", "CADINP", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;

•

Reading the input data from the radio buttons and specifying the actions:
string Px = string.Empty;
string Py = string.Empty;
string Pz = string.Empty;
string Mx = string.Empty;
string My = string.Empty;
string Mz = string.Empty;
if (degOfFreedom[0] == true) { Px = "PX"; }
if (degOfFreedom[1] == true) { Py = "PY"; }
if (degOfFreedom[2] == true) { Pz = "PZ"; }
if (degOfFreedom[3] == true) { Mx = "MX"; }
if (degOfFreedom[4] == true) { My = "MY"; }
if (degOfFreedom[5] == true) { Mz = "MZ"; }
Remarks:
- Deactivated radio button returns ‘false’ boolean, whereas activated ‘true’ one;

•
•

•

Checking for the advanced input;
Starting a new StringBuilder and looping (foreach) through all the points fed:
StringBuilder supportAssembly = new StringBuilder();
foreach (Point3d pt in supPts)
{
supportAssembly.Append("spt "+count+" x "+pt.X+" "+pt.Y+" "+pt.Z+" fix
'"+Px+Py+Pz+Mx+My+Mz+"' nx 0.000000 0.000000 -1.000000 sx 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000").AppendLine();
count++;
}
Registering the StringBuilder output as the component’s output parameter;
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various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);

A.10. ProjectAssembly
class ProjectAssembly: GH_Component
name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public SLNcreator() : base("Project code assembly", "ProjectAssembly", "…", ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "3.
Geometry")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Geometry", "Geometry", "...", GH_ParamAccess.list);
…
pManager.AddBooleanParameter("Switch", "Switch", "...", GH_ParamAccess.item, true);

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI:
pManager.AddTextParameter("Sync", "Sync", "…", GH_ParamAccess.item);

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Wrapping the whole solution into the if loop allowing to be activated by the Switch boolean;
Creating a single output string using StringBuilder class and foreach loops;
Creating project’s folder if non-existent:
if (!Directory.Exists(folderPath))
{
Directory.CreateDirectory(folderPath);
}
Creating .DAT file using File.WriteAllText method:
string fileLocation = Path.Combine(folderPath, name + ".dat");
File.WriteAllText(fileLocation, output.ToString());
Creating .BAT (batch) file:
string batchContent = "start /wait \"\" \"C:\\...\\wps.exe\" %" + fileLocation + " -b";
batchFolderPath = Path.Combine(path, "batch files");
if (!Directory.Exists(batchFolderPath))
{
Directory.CreateDirectory(batchFolderPath);
}
string batchFileLocation = Path.Combine(batchFolderPath, "batch.bat");
File.WriteAllText(batchFileLocation, batchContent.ToString());
Remarks:
- /wait command in the batch file keeps the batch process running as long as the process it triggers
- -b setting instructs wps.exe to close automatically after completion;
Triggering the batch file:
Process trigger = new Process();
trigger.StartInfo.FileName = batchFileLocation;
trigger.Start();
trigger.WaitForExit();
Reading date and time from the system mainframe and placing it into string;
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•

Registering the time stamp output as the component’s output parameter;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);

A.11. Optimisation component
class ProfileOpt_forces: GH_ExtendableComponent
various overrides
•
•

Setting the custom interface;
Defining radio buttons, sliders and drop down lists;

private classes
•

Creating classes to store profiles, members and results of the calculation;

name constructor
•

Registering component’s name, abbreviation and description and locating it on the ribbon:
public ProfileOpt_forces () : base("Profile optimisation (internal forces)", "ProfileOpt(forces)", "…",
ExternalDLLs.pluginName(), "5.Optimisation")

protected override void RegisterInputParams
•

Registering and defining component’s input parameters visible in the GUI;

protected override void RegisterOutputParams
•

Registering component’s output parameters visible in the GUI;

protected override void SolveInstance
•
•
•
•
•

Registering GUI input parameters within the SolveInstance void;
Reading the .csv list and executing it into the CDB;
Calculating profile class according to EC 3, elastic module and plastic module of each profile;
Opening the CDB and reading area, moments of inertia, shear areas and material data of each profile;
Creating a new instance of the class storing the profile design values and saving it into the list;

•
•
•
•

Starting FOR loop (for int counter = 0; counter < nr of iterations, counter++)
Opening the CDB and reading member’s id, internal forces, current profile and length;
Creating a new instance of the class storing member’s properties and saving it into the list;
For each structural member class instance in the list:
• For each profile class instance in the list:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remark:
Depending on the selected option and profile’s class either elastic – elastic or elastic –
plastic design is be checked (where possible). Class 4 is not supported.
• Add the profile id and calculated utilisation to the dictionary list 1;
• Find the profile yielding the utilisation level closest to asked one from the dictionary list 1
using LINQ libraries;
• Add member’s id and selected profile’s id to the dictionary list 2;
Using dictionary list 2 containing members’ ids and selected profiles, create a CADINP code using
SOFISTIK’s MOD function (allows to modify existing geometry, which is faster than recreating it);
Using user fed data, create a CADINP code for the analysis;
Combine the CADINP code into one .dat file and execute it;
Add +1 to the iteration counter once thread is released by the previous step (done automatically);
IF number of the altered profiles compared to the CDB entry data is 0 then break the solution;
Closing FOR loop;
Recognising the demanded output and reading it out of the CDB;
Preparing the full report of the iteration step;
Registering the output and report as the component’s output parameters;

various overrides
•

Standard functionality (guid, icon, positioning);
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Appendix B
B.1. CHP profile database format
Type

ID number

Material number

Outer diameter

Wall thickness

Custom name

Groups

CHP

to specify

to specify

21.3

2.6

default

to specify

B.2. RHP profile database format
Type

ID number

Material number

Height

Width

Wall thickness

Custom name

Groups

RHP

to specify

to specify

100

40

4

default

to specify

B.3. RHP welded profile database format
Type

ID number

Material
number

Height
(without
offset)

Width

Flange
thickness

Web
thickness

Flange
off-set

Weld
thickness

Custom
name

Groups

RHP
welded

1

1

400

200

5

5

50

3

default

to
specify

B.4. Validation (Chapter 6) profiles database
Type

ID number

Material number

Outer diameter

Wall thickness

Custom name

Groups

CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

26.9
33.7
42.4
48.3
60.3
76.1
88.9
101.6
114.3
139.7
168.3
193.7
219.1
244.5
273
355.6
406.4
457
508

3.6
5
5
6.3
8
8
10
10
10
12.5
12.5
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100

B.5. Carioca Wave (Chapter 7) profiles database
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
CHP
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded
RHP welded

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
323.9
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182

5
5.6
6.3
8
10
12.5
14.2
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
2,21,22,24,26,27
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9
6
9

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default

1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
1,11,13,14,17,18
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Appendix C
C.1. Cantilever hand check - plots
Static scheme:

Bending moments My:

Bending moments My (new outline):

Calculated utilisation (Sofistik):

Calculated utilisation (developed algorithm):

102

C.2 Cantilever hand check – calculation
Beam element to be calculated (beam number 1, left end):

103

Utilisation levels for the member calculated by Sofistik, developed software and by hand are uniform and equal 0.86.
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Appendix D
D.1. Internal forces envelopes – original design
Normal forces (N) maxima:

Normal forces (N) minima:

105

Shear forces (Vy) maxima:

Shear forces (Vy) minima:

106

Shear forces (Vz) maxima:

Shear forces (Vz) minima:

107

Torsional moments (Mt) maxima:

Torsional moments (Mt) minima:

108

Bending moments (My) maxima:

Bending moments (My) minima:

109

Bending moments (Mz) maxima:

Bending moments (Mz) minima:

110

D.2. Internal forces envelopes – optimised design
Normal forces (N) maxima:

Normal forces (N) minima:

111

Shear forces (Vy) maxima:

Shear forces (Vy) minima:

112

Shear forces (Vz) maxima:

Shear forces (Vz) minima:

113

Torsional moments (Mt) maxima:

Torsional moments (Mt) minima:

114

Bending moments (My) maxima:

Bending moments (My) minima:

115

Bending moments (Mz) maxima:

Bending moments (Mz) minima:
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